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Housing Protest Marks
Return of "Activism"
By Steven Elmendorf
Claman continued, saying,
The College administration, fol- "What's wrong with privilege? We
lowing much student protest, earned our privilege! We lived in
decided on Thursday not to house Jones and North Campus!"
any of next year's freshmen class in
The protestors continued to
High Rise. The freshmen slated to gather outside the housing office as
live in High Rise will be housed in students came out of lunch. Chants
Wheaton, Cook and North Campus of "We want Smith" (Vicedormitories.
President Thomas A. Smith) proThe decision not to house the duced no result, so students surged
freshmen in High Rise came after a into the housing office. They exited
meeting on Thursday between SGA soon after with word that Smith
representatives and College Vice- would meet them in the WashingPresident Thomas A. Smith, Dean ton. Room.
of Students David Winer and
The meeting with Smith lasted
Director of Residential Services for approximately 3'/i hours and
Kristina Dow. The Thursday meet- was marked by considerable acriing was a result of Wednesday's mony. A crowd of approximately
student protest against the pro- 400 was in attendance, but the
posed housing system for next number of students steadily diminyear.
ished as the afternoon wore on.
Smith opened the meeting by
Approximately 150-200 stu200 students gathered outside the Office of Residential Services last Wednesday to protest new
dents gathered on Wednesday saying that he felt the dispersal of
housing policies concerning freshmen. Speeches both for and against the policy were given to the
outside the housing office to freshmen would be beneficial for
often vociferous crowd.
photo by Mark Bonadies
protest the housting situation. The both freshmen and upperclassmen.
protest was hastily organized dur- He cited research done by Dr,
ing a Tuesday evening SGA Andrew Baum, formerly a psycholmeeting. Protest leaders carried ogy professor at Trinity. Smith
with them a petition calling for the noted that most of the arguements
removal of freshmen from High he had heard against the housing
Rise and arguing that the dispersal system had to do with student
expected.
Muir
emphasizes
that
of
freshmen would be potentially complaints th^at tlteyi will Jig^e a.
fact
<
which
Muir
acknowledges.
ByAlanLevIne
Trinity's Class of 1983 will However, he states, "At least Trinity has no quota system, and demaging for both freshmen and lousy plied to live next year. \Smftft
commented, "This is a minor
probably not be very different than we're going in the right direction." has not had one since its very first upperclassmen.
The protest was led by dislocation in your lives."
Of the whole pool of applicants, years as a coeducational instituthe classes that preceded it.
A freshman commented that
Though circumstances are not 57% attend public high schools and tion. However, the Admissions bullhorn-wielding SGA member
office would become concerned if a Scott Claman, 79, who spoke to upperclassmen are not;interested
quite as they were last year, 43% go to independent schools. .
Admission was granted to 1,211 class had 60% or more of either students for approximately 10 in the freshman experience. Smith
Director of Admissions W. Howie
minutes. Claman began by saying responded by saying that "freshMuir expects the number of of the 2,935 aplicants, denied to sex*
One hundred minority appli- that "They (the administration) men are terribly interested in the
freshmen enrolling in the fall to be 1,348 and 232 students were placed
fairly typical, with a close male- on the waiting list. Muir feels that cants were accepted out of the 158 decide how you're going to live upperclass experience."
Rebutting a student complaint
female ratio. The only change of it is unlikely that many of those on who applied. Thus, a greater your life. Who knows more about
significance is the rise in minority -the waiting list will be offered percentage of minority applicants students than students? You pay that this was an administration plot
applicants, but this will probably admission. As of last Thursday were accepted than the percentage for your housing and you don't get to stop rowdyism and fun, Smith
..
said, "I have learned that people of
have little effect on the make-up of afternoon, only '/» of the 1,211 had of applicants on the whole. The what you want."
Claman was interrupted by Ted your age have no problem with
let the school know if they will or number who will enroll was still far
the student body.
Emery, '79, who reminded the fun; we are trying to run a college,
As of April 11, the Admissions will not attend. Muir expects the from certain as of last Thursday.
Muir said that, for the second crowd that there are more impor- not a cruise ship." Smith stressed
office had recieved 2,935 com- vast majority to send in their
pleted applications, a 4.5% in- responses right before May 1, as year in a row, the week-long tant things to protest about. "I live that the plan will "hopefully allow
visitation program worked well. on Park Street where people are students to take advantage of the
crease over last year. Of these, always happens.
This year, 52.8% of the offers of Harriet Smith and Larry Dow, the starving. If you want activism, do. learning atmosphere."
1,246 were from women, representAnswering specific student
ing no increase or decrease over admissions went to males, but admissions officers most closely something about that," said
last year, and 1,689 were from because more males applied only connected with the program, re- Emery. He ended his speech by complaints about High Rise, its
men, a surprising 7.8% increase 40% were accepted, while 48.2% ceived lots of positive feedback. calling the protestors a bunch of unsociable atmosphere and the
of female applicants were Muir does realize, however, that "over-priviledged clowns." This need of upperclassmen to have the
over last year. •
This year, 158 minority stu- accepted. Muir explained this by those who visit are more likely to was met by much jeering and kind of privacy that High Rise
shouts of "go back to the library."
cont. on p. 3
cont. on p. 3
dents applied to Trinity. Minority saying that a somewhat stronger
female
pool
existed
this
year.
The
groups are Asians, blacks, native
Americans and Hispanics and all Admissions staff is puzzled about
such applicants are United States the increase in the number of male
citizens or permanent residents. applicants. They had expected, if
This number is a 40% increase over anything, an increase in female
byDlckDahllng
time", said Preston. "You can only been the object of a critical editorial
last year. The biggest increase has applicants.
carry
two of those bundles at a in last week's Tripod. However, n<*
Trinity's
weekly
dose
of
campus
Because of the increase in male
been in Asian students, but there
news was interrupted last week time." he said.
evidence was obtained to implicate:
have been considerable increases applicants, Muir guesses that next
Tripod investigators seeking the group. :
when nearly 3000 copies of the
'.
;
in the number of blacks and year's entering class will not have
Tripod were taken from • Mather the perpetrators of the heist have
Suspecting a fraternity prank,;
Hispanics who have applied also. the nearly equal male-female ratio
Campus Center only minutes after located several students, including Acting Director of Security Earl
Though 40% sounds impressive, that this year's freshman class has.
their
delivery early Tuesday morn- a witness, who have implicated Moffatt, sent security officers to
A
55%-45%
male-female
ratio
is
the raw number increase is small, a
ing. Location of the papers was seniors, Scott Claman and Kent visit each of the fraternity houses
unknown until 1:00 a.m. Thursday Reilly as participants and possible Wednesday night and stated that
morning, when Managing Editor organizers of the event. The he would call the Hartford Police to
This Sunday, April 29, the staff. together as co-sports editors. Michael Preston received an sources, who wish to remain investigate the affair if the papers
and writers for the Tripod elected Steven Elmendorf '82 will serve as anonymous phone call relating that unnamed, also indicated that the were not returned by Thursday. I
the papers had been dropped off on\ heist had been planned for several
the editors for Christmas term associate editor.
Editor Andrew Walsh corns'
.1979.
*
.
mented that he and his staff werfi
Carol Rumery '82 will again be the quad below the statue of weeks.
Claman, who is a member and "pretty upset" by the heisi
Peter Bain, '81, this spring's business manager and Robert Bishop Brownell.
A few students obtained copies past Vice-President of the Student .''We're .happy that they were
arts editor, will be editor. Dick Wennett '82 will continue .as
DahHng, '81 moves up from news advertising manager. Charles Ros- of the April 24 issue between 9:30 Government Association, _ denied ""returned, but the delay has meani
editor to serve as managing'editor. enfield '82 will step in as photo a.m. and 10:00 Lm. Tuesday Tuesday any involvement in the that the papers aren't bein|
Alan Levine, '80 was elected to be editor, and Amy Polayes '80 was morning, but by 10:10 a.m. the matter. He said that his recent circulated as widely as they usually
news editor, Sue Blancaflor, '80 reelected as announcements editor. papers, which were bound in battle with the Tripod staff in* the would be, and the efforts of this
The, three contributing editors bundles of 100 copies each, were letters column of the paper, was staff are going unrecognized." I.
will be arts editor, and Alex Price
He said that* he hopes thi
79 will serve as Connecticut editor. for the fall will be Eric Grevstad taken, apparently through the rear merely a "joke" and was not
grounds for suspicion.
College administration will coii
Gary Abramson '80 will fill the '80, Barbara Selmo '82, and Megan staircase of Mather Hall.
Claman suggested that Alpha tinue to look into the matter, art
"Clearly, a number of Deoole
newly created feature editor posi- White '82. Peggy Kenton '82 and
,tion.. Nicjk. Mpble '.80 .and Nancy Sarah Jane Nelson '82 will be copy were involved for so many papers Chi Rho fraternity. . might be added "I hope they use Islami
to have been taken in so short a responsible... The , fraternity had. , l a w ' • • • :
I*cas '31 will cwitinue wbri&« ' ' e d i t o r s . ' • • ; • ' • ' • • . • ' • •

40% Minority Application Increase
Highlights Otherwise RoutineYear

Tripod Nabbed, Returned Later

Tripod Election

1

Campus Notes=
Vietnam Rim
"Hearts and Minds," the awardwinning documentary on the
Vietnam war, will be shown in
McCook Auditorium this Thursday, May 3rd, at 7:30 p.m. The
film is sponsored by the World
Affairs Association, the History
Department, and the SGA. An
informal discussion led by Mr. Jack
Chatfield of the History Department will follow.

Toistoyevsky

Gamma Mu, the American Studies
Program, and the History
Department.

Contest Winners
The winners of the Jerome P.
Webster, '10, Student Book
Collectors Contest are:
1st Prize; Henry Cropsey, '82,
for his collection of Classical
Literature in English translation.
2nd Prizes Peter Coughlan, '81,
for his "The World of P.G.
Wodehouse."

Tolstoyevsky is the subject of
3rd Prize: there was a tie for
Dr. Nina Perlina's lecture in LSC third place—Phyllis St. George,
Auditorium on May 3, 1979, at 7:30 '79, for her Poetry Collection.
p.m. The lecture is sponsored by Bruce Polsky, "79, for his American
the Consortium for Higher and European Literature of the
Education. Dr. Perlina, a graduate Twentieth Century.
from the Univ. of Leningrad,
received her doctorate at Brown
University,
Having won the Spring Weekend Soap Box Derby, The Alpha Delta Phi entry, piloted by Jonathan
O'Lear, is led up Vernon Street in a victory march by the obviously happy AD brothers. The Derby
was just one of the many events that took place during the 3 days of Spring Weekend activities.

Drake Replacement of Hostess
Sparks Twinkies/Devil Dog Debate
By Peggy Wass
None of the students interviewed could pin down the precise
day that their lives were so
drastically altered. But they knew
the Twinkies weren't in the Cave
anymore.
It was my assignment to find
out what had happened, not only to
the Twinkies, but to the Twinkie
fanatics whose lives were left stale
and crumbling. Twinkies, one of
tile most delectable junk foods on
the market, had been supplanted at
^ e Cave.
the

"I was mad as hell. I wanted
mostest. I wanted my

Hos tess.. .Twinkies.'' That was Ed
Ermini's reaction. He confessed
that when he was in control he kept
it to about ten Twinkies a week,
The shock to his system went
beyond the physical, to the mental.
"Ever since I was two or three,
there've always been boxes of
Twinkies around the house. Hew at
school they've always been close
but now...they just have to come

ATTENTION!
Sophomores &
Psychology Majors!
Teachers College/
Columbia University
announces
ACCEL-A-YEAR' .
The first program
to offer a
B.S./M.A.
IN PSYCHOLOGY:
BEHAVIORAL ANALYSIS
in 2 years to students who
have completed 60 credits
(B average or better).
• Save one year of .
tuition and living
expenses
• Theoretical and
clinical training
• Graduate with
marketable skills
• Advanced training
toward Ph. D.
programs
Write today to;

ACCEL-A-YEAR
Box 001
Teachers College
Columbia University
N.Y., N.Y. 10027
Application for Septntnbar
now bains accapted

.

back." He seemed unable to
express his anguish in words as he
clutched a crumpled wrapper in his
hands.
Cave customers actually had a •
surprising variety of reactions. It
was slowly revealed that not
everyone is a Twinkie fanatic, or
will admit to it. Several confessed
junk food lovers claimed to reserve
their ardor for Yodels and Crumb
Cakes, Devil Dogs and Funny
Bones.
"1 noticed when they changed," a
student remaned defiantly in a
private inter lew. "It's all gone to
Drake's cakes now and I'm glad.
Twinkies weren't everything and I
defend my right to prefer chocolate."
'
.-••'.
Yet Julie Behrens says, "I look
for Twinkies all the time. I only
asked once. I said. "Are you going
to get back to Twinkies?' and the
lady said she didn't know. I'll never
stop looking though, never." Her
tone was wistful and her eyes sad
as she toyed with a Suzy-Q.
• Another girl who recently started smoking, lit a cigarette with
shaking hands. "I came down heie
while cramming to find Twinkies,"
she said with an hysterical tinge
slipping into her voice, "and all I
found were Devil Dogs.''

Jeff Wilson, SAGA manager,
cut through the emotional upsets
with a cool objectivity. "We are
selling more Drakes," he stated.
"There just didn't seem to be the
interest in Hostess products;
sales were decreasing."

Ashendene Collection

A specialist in Russian language
and literature, she worked at the
Dostoyevsky Memorial Museum in
Leningrad where she prepared the
main exhibit dedicated to the
Dostoyevsky's 150th anniversary.
She was also associated with the
"Dostoyevsky Group" in the Institute of Russian Literature and
participated in preparing the New
Academy edition of Dostoyevsky's
complete work. Her publications
treat questions of Dostoyevsky's
poetics and the history of
Dostoyevsky studies in Russia. At
present she is working on a project
entitled "Dostoyevsky and Russian
Emegre Literatue of the 19th
Century."

In no way could a personal
attack on Twinkie eaters be detected. Wilson made it clear that the
switchover to Drakes was an
experiment based on the facts. He
Dr. Perlma will also, be guest
left open the possibility of a partial lecturer at Prof. Guss's class "From
return to Hostess next year.
Pushkin to Chekhov" also on May
3 at 1:15 p.m. in LSC 133, where
Wilson was unaware that there she will discuss The Brothers
were any anguished Twinkie fana- Karamazov. Students, faculty and
tics left crushed by the move. The members of the community are
true Twinkie people seem to have invited. Admission is free and
felt the blow, yet suffered in everyone is welcome.
silence. It may be a fear of the more
emphatic group of Yodelers, RingDingers and Funny Boners.

The distinguished Ashend
Press collection bequeathed to
Trinity College by Allerton C.
Hickmott is now on display for the
first time in the new Trumbull
Room of the Watkinson Library.
The exhibition will run from April
16 to June 30, 1979.
The Hickmott collection is
outstanding for its completeness
(35 of the 40 major works) and the
excellence of the individual copies.
The condition of the books if very
fine, with bindings of unusual
quality, and over a third (13) of the
volumes on velluTr.

The Watkinson Library
Monday through Friday, 8:30 a.m.4:30 p.m. Mr. Hickmott, former
vice-president of the Connectiut
General Life Insurance company,
built up his collection in the 1920's
and 1930's through direct purchase
from the printer, St. John Hornby,
and through the book trade. The
Ashendend Press is one of the
trinity of great English private
presses which also includes
William Morris' Kelmscott and
Professor Eugene,, Leach wul Cobden-Sanderson'a Doves.
speak on "Mental Epidemics:
Hypnotism and the Crowd in
American Social Science, 18901920," on Wednesday, May 2, at
7:45 p.m. in Wean Lounge. The
lecture is sponsored by the
Connecticut Alpha Chapter of Pi
Former Congresswomean Bella
Abzug will be in Hamlin Hall on
May 6 for dinner and discussion.

Pi Gamma Mu

i

The "Twinkie fanatics are there
thought quietly hoping for a return
of their- moist, dreamy, tantalizing
little sponge cakes. "I'll never
come home to Drakes I" one
devotee said. Or as Alex Price
commented, " I ' m
seriously
bummed."

MARCH TODAY
in support of the J.P. Stevens Boycott
At present, Bradlee's Department Stores stock J.P. Stevens products. Today
the Trinity Coalition in Support of the J.P. Stevens Boycott will ask the
manger of Bradlee's, 1200 Park Street, Hartford, to cease carrying Stevens
products in his store. Over 600 Trinity students have already signed a petition.
favoring the boycott. Please help the effort to .secure the basic rights of J. P.,
Stevens textile workers to a decent living wage under decent working
conditions with an adequate pension plan. Come show your support tonight.

Mather Hall Lawn 7:00 pm
Paid for by the J.P.
Boycott Committee

Stevens

Abzug Talk

The event is sponsored by tne
Trinity Women's Center. The meal
is free to students on the meal plan
with advance registration and $6.00
for all others. Registrations should
be made with the Women's
Center, ext. 502.
The TRINITY TRIPOD Vol. 77,
:,
Issue 25, M»y 1,1979
Tne TRIPOD is published,
weekly on Tuesdays, except
vacations, during the academic year. Student subscriptions are included in the
student activities fee; other
subscriptions are $12.00 per
year. The TRIPOD is printed
by the Palmer Journal Register, Palmer, Mass., and
Published at Trinity College,
Hartford, Connecticut, under
the Act of March 3, 1879.
Second class postage paid at
Hartford, CT. Advertising
rates are $2.10 per column
inch, $37 per quarter page,
$72 pet half page, and $128 for
ft full

Smith, Dow o n ' Firing Line'as
Housing Dominates SGA Meeting
By Megan White
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"The College bends over backwards to make rational accommodations for the interests of
students," asserted Vice President
Thomas A. Smith at the March
23rd meeting of the Student
Government Association. But to
the over one-hundred students in
attendance af this meeting, whose
agenda was primarily concerned
with a public discussion of next
year's housing policy, the validity
of Smith's statements seemed
questionable.
For over three hours, students
voiced their opinions against the
proposed placement of freshman
throughout he campus, while
Smith, Dean of Students David
Winer, and Director of Residential
Housing Tina Dow maintained the
defensive. Despite obvious student
dissatisfaction, the members of the
administration refused to modify
their position.
Smith's opening statement set
the grounds for discussion. He
stated that in previous years there
was greater distribution of freshmen throughout campus than there
is currently, and the results at that
time indicated that freshmen integrated quickly into Trinity life
and developed
satisfactory
relations with upperclassmen.
Smith said that a return to this
mixed housing was not being made
primarily to reduce vandalism, but
to promote freshman-senior
relationships.
• Smith's opening statement set
the grounds for discussion. He
stated that in previous years there
was greater distribution.

social life is going to have it no
matter when he is. If a student
spends his first few days in Jones,
naturally more interaction will
occur than in a North Campus
suite, but from student reports,
after this period it doesn't make
any difference."
Winer's statement met with
much disagreement from students
who maintained time after time
that social integration does not take
place in a suite situation, to which
Smith replied, "We are less interested in social integration than
in freshman gaining from the
experience of upperclassmen.
Many upperclassmen are willing to
share advice. Social life can be
extended beyond one's geographical confines, especially
the few feet it takes to reach an
adjoining suite."

SGA member Mary Badoyannis
adamantly spoke of the lack of
integration that occurs in 90-92
Vernon and the toll it has taken on
its occupants, stating that the area
was a perfect example of the
demerits of form living. Ed Phelan,
Another SGA member, suggested
putting freshman in Crescent
Street, as freshman could better
relate to sophomores.
Dow addressed this proposal,
stating that eating groups would
isolate freshmen and that in "their
sophomore year the last thing
students want to do is deal with
freshman."
One student questioned Smith
about the lack of data pertaining to
the superiority of mixing freshman
with upperclassmen. Smith responded, "I don't need data to
know that my wife spends too
much money." A few minutes later
when Smith, upon questioning,
announced that the administration
would not even compromise in the
situation, approximately half of the
students in attendance left.
Much of the remaining
discussion centered around
comments made by upperclassmen
about their own experiences in
Trinity housing. Senior Barbara
Karlen, spoke of the need of
students, as they grow at Trinity, to
acquire more personal space.
Karlen also said that she felt it
would be inadvisable to expose
freshman to the pressures that
seniors undergo in trying to find-a
job or get into graduate shcool,
commenting that "it's rough
enough for even the juniors to
watch us."

Housing Protest
cont. from p. 1
provides, Smith stated that freshmen need privacy too. "My guess
is that 24 freshmen will find High
Rise a very good living atmosphere," commented Smith.

housing lottery was scheduled to
start.
Smith admitted that he had
made a mistake in not forcing the
decision out into the open earlier.

Another student spoke of the
potential isolation of freshmen
under the new systems. Smith
responded by saying, "We are
changing a dorm system, not
locking the freshmen into the
dorms. My guess is that the
freshmen will have relations with
all classes."

When questioned on student
input concerning the decision,
Smith said that the RA's and the
SGA had been consulted. He said
that, "some years ago we had a
fairly forceful student apparatus
that connected with the administration. This administration has done
everything possible to stimulate
amongst students an interest in
this type of involvement."

One student questioned Smith's
right to make this decision, and
said it is not democratic and that
the students constitutional rights
were being violated.
Smith answered by asking
which constitutional right had been
violated and said, "the process we
go through is as equitable as we
can make it, it would be far simpler
and more economic if we did this on
a first-come basis. The primary
reasons for this are educational.''

In ending the meeting Srnitr
said that he placed a high value or
student opinion but he continued
"I'm claiming at the experience o
my profession."

Following Thursday's meetin,
with SGA representatives, Smit
said, "I wish students would ge
down to subjects that are mor
important. The SGA, if it reall
wants to have input, had better fin
a better way to do it." Smit
advocated a formal connectio
between the administration and th
SGA so that student opinion can b
heard.

After much student input
generally rehashing the same
arguments, one student decided to
press another objection, expressing
his dissatisfaction with what he
Several students questioned the
termed the arbitrariness of a
way
in which the decision was
decision made whose conmade,
complaining that it was not
sequences were major. Tina Dow,
announced
until a week before the
visibly agitated, stated that what
bothers her the most is the
assumptions students make that
there isn't a lot of careful consideration going on She maintained
that she appeared before the SGA
on February 26 and heard what
members had to say in refrence to
housing, but that she also had to
cont. from p. 1
comply with
administrative
school depends a lot on the impres
demands. Dow commented, "You
have a favorable view of Trinity and sions given by the current stu
are not social with people on your
are more inclined to be considering dents. And he feels that th<
floor unless you want to be. Who's
it seriously than those who do not impression is generally a positivt
to say a freshman won't knock on a
Dow added that students must visit. Still, approximately 79% of one.
"Studies have shown that in senior's door?"
think of freshmen too instead those who visited last year did
their college years when students
of just viewing the situation enroll.
have problems they don't turn to
Bach year the admissions offio
Dow further stated that in- as a loss to upperclassprofessionals, but to other
is told to aim for a certain size fo
men,
which
Smith
supported
by
stituting all freshman dorms made
The program has been modified the incoming class. The classe
students. So it seems wise that
this year a "guinea pig" and that stating that freshman pay just as only slightly since last year. that have enrolled are always jus
freshman, who feel problems most
much
as
other
students
and
should
acutely, be put in situations with as next year, with more integration, receive comparable housing. Winer Prospective students attended about the size which they woul<
would be like every other year in
much contact as possible with
added, "The only reason we have a classes, experienced a Saga lunch, like, although this year's freshma:
older students who have gone Trinity's history. She said that her director of residential services is went to departmental and dormi- class is slightly larger than desired
main objective was to replace two
tory open houses, and listened to The target number is between 44
through the same process," stated
freshman floors from 90-92 Vernon that we are concerned about student panels discuss student life and 460. The college original!:
Smith. The Vice-President also
students. Not all people will be
commented that the general with two floors on High Rise as it happy. Not one person in Vernon at Trinity. An addition to the asked the admissions office to kee;
was not good to use only one dorm
preference among administrators
90-92 came to complain to us all program was a filmstrip about the class of 1983 to approximate!;
in North C ampus for freshmen. She year; we didn't hear a thing and Trinity, emphasizing the college's 400 students, but the admission
from other colleges to whom he has
was seeking flexibility in dorm now you are all up in arms. 1 hate to relationship with Hartford.
spoken was to place freshman in
office prevailed and this year'
living.
situations maximizing contact with
target number is 440. Most likely
by cynical but I think people are
older people, whom the facility lent
the number of students who sa
just concerned with their own
Stating that HighJRise would be rooming. I've never seen so many
itself to it.
Muir strongly believes that they will enroll now will b
an experiement and that the ad- people concerned with freshman those qualities which make the somewhat over this number, but
Smith further asserted that
ministartion
was "looking for welfare, I wish I.saw it all of the college distinctice must be 5-8% attrition rate over the sum
there existed at Trinity a "large
stressed. He also says that the mer is usually expected.
Population of upperclassmen who data,"Dow addressed the, students time."
saying,
"It's
only
twenty-four
beds
impression
an applicant gets of the
are interested in freshmen" that
should be taken advantage of, and in High Rise. Where's your spirit in
that he hopes that next year's fifty- seeing if something doesn't turn out
three resident assistants will differently than you think?"
maintain close contact with freshmen.
Replying to the accusation that
Students met Smith's statement the students were not given enough
with the argument that situational time to fill out a questionnaire
characteristics had been ignored. pertaining to dorm rating, Dow
Again and again the students stafed "If you had a week you
intended that the type of hall life would have put it ; aside ..and
seen this year in Elton and Jones, forgdtten about it. The,; best
was an integral'part'of the fresh- response is obtained when students
m
an experience. Many stated, from are given a limited time to hand it
personalexperience, that students in."|)ow also said she felt sorry for
in High Rise, tended tpretreat Into the 130 students who: had taken the
their suites and that frreshmen. time to fill out the questionnaires. "•
placed in this dorm would, have
: Freshman Lyn Snodgrass stated
little contact with other freshman, that' he felt 130 responses during
let alone seniors.
midterms was commendable and
Smith's rebuttal took the form added that; •? the' greatest conof "We are not interested in-fresh-' centration of students, who-in the
"lan having the best time, but in last week had signed a petition
their learning about their own lives objecting to next year's housing
a
nd relations with other people." policy, came from Elton and
Dean Winer interjected "that Jones—students who "know the
there was no hard data indicating benefits of putting all freshman
that living one way is preferable for together in a dorm." Many of the
students" and ihat all the residents of these dorms expressed
statements being exchanged were satisfaction with their housing, to
merely judgements. He further which Winer replied, "There are
commented that, "in our office we many lonely people in Jones and
photo by Mark Bonadie
see 100450 students a week, and it is Elton, and just because you are
The
crowd
eventually
surged
toward
the
Residential
Services
Office,
demanding
to
speaJc to Vice
clear that, to a certain extent, a happy doesn't mean that everyone
President Smith. Their demands were fulfilled as Smith met with as many as 350-400 students in the
student who is going to have a will be."
Washington Room*

Male/Female Ratio
of Applicants Drops
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Connecticut
Kennelly and Hinks: Careers and Marriage
By Barbara J, Selmo
outlined their lives from college to
marriage, to career. As diverse as
On April 24, in Wean Lounge, their individual lives have been,
the Trinity Women's Center and both women's backgrounds were
the Career Counseling Office spon- surprisingly similar. They both
sored a forum entitled, "Lifestyles stressed the fact that neither of
of Professional Women," featuring them had even been what could be
Marsha Hincks, counsel with Aetna called "career orientated." Their
Life and Casualty, and Barbara careers developed naturally, with
Kennelly, Secretary of the State of strong support from husbands, and
Connecticut. Each woman spoke Jater, families.
for approximately fifteen minutes,
Marsha Hincks, a Bryn Mawr
followed by a period of questions
graduate, said that she had never
and answers.
thought of career goals in college.
Kennelly and Hincks briefly

Conn. In Brief
by Julie Johnson

School Finance and State Budget
The Connecticut General Assembly overcame some major
disagreements last week when they passed the state budget bill and
•h» crhnnl financing equalization bill both of which have been
pending in the legislature for many months. The measures were
both signed by Governor Ella Grasso.
The $2.408billion state budget shows a .4 percent increase over
Grasso's original proposal. The budget calls for no tax increases.
The S391 million school finance bill still has not satisfied
Barnaby Horton, the student whose suit led to the bill. Horton's
lawyer has threatened to challenge the measure in court.

"Hartford Conversations"
The "Hartford Conversations" Series sponsored by the Urban
and Environmental Program will present City Councilmen Sidney
Gardner and Robert Ludgin at Trinity on Tuesday, May 1 at 7:30
p.m. The event will be held in Alumni Lounge of Mather Campus
Center. Admission is free and all are welcome.

Camp David Debate
Malcom Webber, Regional Director of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith, New Haven, and Wadi 2. Haddad, Professor
of Islamic Studies at Hartford Seminary Foundation will share-their
views on the progress of the September 1978 Camp David Accords
m a community forum on Wednesday, May 16, at 7:00 p.m. at
Greater Hartford Community College. For. information, call
522-424J.

Clinical Engineering Symposium
An all-day symposium on clinical engineering, the use of
modern medical technology in hispitals, will be held on Thursday,
May 10 at Trinity College. The event is sponsored by the Greater
Hartford Center for Clinical Engineering Education and the Stone
Foundation.

She anticipated that there would
come a time when she would work,
but she never feared the job
market. The women's school she
attended gave her confidence and
assured her that she could do
anything. The way a woman's life
develops, Hincks said, is a matter
of how she makes decisions.
Hincks attanded Yale Law
School. As an undergraduate at
Bryn Mawr, she said she had
heard that certain law schools
weren't 'nice"to their female students, while others were. At Yale,
where she was one of the seven
women in a class of one hundred
and sixty, Hincks felt no current of
"chauvinism."
When Hincks entered the job
market, she never felt that a firm
would turn her down because she
was a woman. Her attitude was
always one of confidence, and her
career war never impeded, not
even by marriage.
Marriage was another "decision" Hincks was faced with. Shefeels marriage came naturally, as
well as the decision to start a family
and maintain her part-tiTie legal
work. Part-time practice, Hincks
admitted made it very difficult for
her work to progress to any degree.
But she had decided to take her
familv as her responsibility, and
part-time work enabled her to have
a career and family.
Women in business, Hincks
pointed out, do different things
than other women. Their social, life
is considerably limited, and on
week-ends, they center their lives
around their families. If one is well
organized, perhaps she can enjoy
social, family and business life. But

"Conversations with Bella u
DINNER AND DISCUSSION WITH MS. BELLA ABZUG, FORMER V.S
CONGRESSWOMAN AND FORMER CHAIR FOR THE PRESIDENT'S ADVISORY
COUNCIL ON WOMEN.

conftfrom p. 6
Friday night the crowd jumped
up at the ishows end, with the
beginning of "Rock 'n Roll Hoochie
Koo", and again remaining there
until the end of the show and
through two encores.
All the three front men moved
around the entire set as they all had
wireless guitars. They had all
clearly practiced the show many
times, and no one missed a cue or
chord. On many occasions they'd
end a song with all three jumping
into the air and landing simultaneously. Drummer Myron Grom' bacher's antics provided a humorous relief; the man is completely
crazy!.
Derringer closed his show with
two encores, the second of which
was a mfedley of songs, some new,
TYPING
SERVICE.
Manuscripts

soijie' old, and some, not Derringer's own.Whejn Rick said, "Oh,
we could just play all night long for
you guys!" I'm sure most of the
crowd would have stayed. Never
before had I seen such intense
performer-audience interplay than
at the two shows. The band
delivered all they had, and the
audience responded tremendously.
Theonly word for such closeness is
awesome. Clearly Rick, you're
"Still Alive and Welll"

J),D
417 New Britain Ave., Hartford
(Comer of Hillside Ave.)

Ci« lol

- ^ _ — ^ CloiB-Oul SALES

4:30-5:00

SHERRY

I he symposium, which is designed for hospital administrators,
clinical and hospital engineers and other persons responsible for
managing the technical resources of the hospital, is free and open to
the public. '
•' For reservations, contact Dr. Joseph Bronziao, Trinity College, ,
by May 4.
..

Derringer Fires Up

Hincks maintained that she always
has decided to give her efforts
felt an obligation towards her
some focus. "I used to go to
family.
lunceons and give a lot of nice
speeches," she said, "I've cut the
Barbara Kennelly, forty year
nice speeches."
old mother of four and Secretary of
State, followed the same route of
Both women maintained a
college, graduate school and marrcertain poise and honesty during
iage as Hincks. She began her
the question and answer period
career, however, through part time
with the audience. Most of the
volunteer work, the only area, she
questions dealt with the role of a
pointed out, where women who
family in a professionals life, and
weren't professionals were allowed
how one balances a career with a
to be in charge and get trained.
family. Both Kennelly and Hincks
Mrs. Kennelly's work with Hismade it very clear that thenpanic and elderly groups took her
to city hall so often that she fiirTSSly families were not afterthoughts,
but important and active parts of
decided that she would like to be
their lives. They said that business
located there, and ran for office.
does become an intergral part of
She was not afraid of any political
life, a part that will not always
scene.
;
stay back in the office once they are
Kennelly said that she sees two
home.
problematic areas for women in our
society - the position of women in
The family responsibility begovernment and in business. In
government, Kennelly pointed out, comes equally divided between
there are not enough women. With husband and wife. Husbands, they
only one female senator, sixteen said, need and give support. Both
congress women, two female gov- women followed this be saying that
ernors and three female lieutenant their husbands gave the most
governors in the U.S., Kennelly support throughout their career,
feels it is time for woemn to break and that the sacrifices husbands
into the system. She stressed that and wives made over the years
men have had their chance and have never been regretted.
often proved imcompetent. Now
Marsha Hincks and Barbara
women should take the reins.
Kenelly did not seem to be on a
soap box, clamoring for female
The condition of women in the
dominance. They stressed educalabor force Kennelly also feels is
shocking. 80% of the women in the tion, perserverance and responsiwork force earn only $6000 a year. bility as major parts of a woman
It is the role of the, w^man professional's life. Family and
professional, she said, to help her business do .itqt:< have to play
sisters, to improve their position in tug-of-war, but can be, «s.*tt\ese
two women's lives exemplify,
the business world.
harmonious
working facts of a
Kennelly herself feels that her
work has intensified, now that she woman's life.

DINNER AND DISCUSSION"

.5:00-7:00

INHAMLIN.HALL •

FREE. TO TRINITY STUDENTS ON THE MEAL PLAN WITH ADVANCE
REGISTRATION IN THE WOMEN'S CENTER; $6.00 PAD3 IN ADVANCE FOR ALL
OTHERS. PLEASE SEND SELF-ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE WITH CHECK
AND REGISTRATION BY MAY i .
•-..
.
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Spring Rep Premieres Shows This Week
group, Chairman of the Theatre
Arts Department George Nichols
acts as overseer to the Repertory,
approving the dramas ultimately
chosen by the directors themselves. Unlike the Jesters, and
other departmental theatre groups,
the Repertory are very much a part
of the curriculum. Thus, their focus
oh drama is a literary one.
free.
In contrast to Trinity's other
The dramas being performed theatre groups, the Repertory is
Thursday night are "Birdbath" by not budgeted by the Student
Leonard Melfi,. directed by Kristen Government, but by the Theatre
Golden. "The Love Course" by Arts Department, with whose
A.R. Guerney, directed by Kathy faculty they work in close unison.
Dorsey '79, and "George Washing- There is a decidedly experimental
ton Crossing the Delaware" by the character to the Repertory, which
poet and playwright Kenneth will have the audience on stage
Koch, directed by Peter Bain '81. with them as they perform. It is the
Friday night the four performances small size of the casts that will
are "Birdbath", "The Dumb complement this intimate setting.
Waiter" by Pinter, directed by
The actors in "Birdbath" are
Patti McManamy '79, "The Love Ami Rothschild and Joe Bierman.
Course", and "Lemonade" by This play deals with the encounter
Predeaux, directed by Marianne between two rather lonely and
Miller '79. Saturday night features frightened individuals, who happen
"The Dumb Waiter," "Lemon- to be employed at the same diner.
ade", and "George Washington". As both characters are weak in
Although a student directed

By Sarah Jane Nelson
The Trinity Spring Repertory
has an interesting assortment of
one-act plays in store for the
coming week. The plays will be
performed Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday nights at the Goodwin
Theatre of the Austin Arts Center.
The time is 8:00 and admission is

nature they feel a need for support
from one another. As the play
progresses, the young man reveals
himself to the girl, as she like-wise
confesses her great crime to him.
Janet Weakley, Doug Bowman,
Tricia Beard, and Brooks Parriot
are the actors of the "The Love
Course." In this drama two teachers offer a course on love. One of
the teachers, Prof. Burgess, is
domestically oriented, and the
teaching of the course is of minor
importance to him. For the romantic Ms. Caraway, the classroom is
her strongest reality, and the
drama is soon following the course
of her love for Prof. Burgess. Also
involved are a student Mike and his
girlfriend.
The actors in "George Washington" are R. Scott Colllishaw,
Allan Schmid, Paul Christensen,
Pau Haughton, Bill Parker, Kyle
Saunders, Todd Van Amburgh,
Nina Wainwright, and Lucy Cole.
"George Washington" is a burlesque about over-patriotism and historical cliches. Director Peter Bain

are played by Cressida Bainton and
Lisa Walsh. They act as twc
midwestern mothers who suddenly
decide to set up a lemonade stand
by a-highway. During the progress
of their sale, they partake of the
'spiked' juice and, under its
influence,, nostalgically and fancifully reveal their inmost thoughts
and feelings to one another.
A most interesting selection oi
plays, the Spring Repertory presents the entire Trinity communit)
with the opportunity to see inti
v
The character nf "Lemonade" mate, effective student theatre.

has found the directing of this
rather large group quite rewarding.
This is due to the constant influx of
ideas from the cast which give the
needed- element of interpretive
controversy to the final production.
John Thompson and Tarek
Nakhlaare the actors of "The
Dumb Waiter." This is a suspense
filled play about two murderers
awaiting their instructions (from an
unrevealed boss), to do away with
their next victims. London suburbs
form the scene for this drama.

Music Review

Beethoven's Ninth A Success

K. Scott Colllshaw, playing General ConwaHls in the Spring
played out more on the fortes. At
Repertory production of Kenneth Koch's "George Washington
Gerald Moshell. The College
By Lunn Susman
one point the timpani completely
Crossing the Delaware " rehearses a scene with the rest of the cast.
orchestra was supplemented by
overpowered the orchestra.
Ludwig Van Beethoven made
instrumentalists from Hartt
his appearance for Trinity's Spring
However, this improved as the
College for this event,
Weekend on Friday
and
piece progressed.
The soloists for the program
Saturday nights April 27 and 28
The second movement, a
by Trinity's Concert Choir and were Anne Fairbanks '79, soprano; scherzo, was taken up to its rapid
Orchestra
program
of Meloney Murphy '79, alto; tempo and vigorous rhythms. This
Beethoven's Symphony No. 9, In d, Nicholas Park, a graduate of Yale movement was- energetically and
maintained the structure of ft)
By J.S. Cooley
opus 125. This performance was School of Music, tenor; and rhythmically performed; The
group.
On
Wednesday
evening,
March
the pinnacle of this year's concert Douglas Thom '78, baritone. The themes of the fugue were clear,
Over the years, the ploy i
13th,
a
fine
quintet,
Quintessence,
text
of
the
fourth
movement
is
choir events, as Beethoven's Ninth
'and, except for problems in the,
using
the piano as an instrument >
Symphony is not a typical based on a poem of Friedrich tone, the movement went very, and vocalist Kharmia DeLamos conducting and arranging tl
appeared
in
Goodwin
Hall.
True
to
Schiller,
"Ode
to
Joy".
repertoire piece for a college
smoothly.
sound of jazz reached its greate
The Friday night performance
orchestra and choir.
The slow third movement was: form, Trinity students and their capacity in the Ellington and Bas
most
popular
organization,
The
Beethoven's Ninth Symphrtny of Beethoven's Ninth Symphony long and not as effective as the firsts
Big Bands, Here it was tasteful'
is a unique work. As Beethoven's was the result of^much time and. two. The string intonation was at. Society for the Prevention of employed with excellent result:
life was divided into thre* stages, hard work. The actual per- its weakest here. The woodwind Culture, failed to attend. Poor George Sovak and David Gaedel.
the
Ninth
Symphony
w formance was very admirable for passages were balanced and publicity by Students for Music at on reeds and trombone, respe
representative of his last period, the college level. Certainly this synchronized but did not have Trinity (SMAT or SMUT if you tively, created an inspiring ho .
the reflective stage, Beethoven's presentation was a service to the enough dynamic variance. The prefer) combined with the pathetic section. Todd Zimmerman, t. >
Ninth and final Symphony was musical community as well as string piazzicato was delicately response of the Trinity community bass, and Winston Johnson, > ••
completed in 18^4 and was con- exciting for any participate
sounded, but again in the in- resulted in an audience of only 20 drums, combined.for a pulsatfc •<
The
first
movement,
Allegro,
sidered radical in comparison to
tonation of the french horn solos listeners for this fine, classy jazz yet sensitive rhythm section.
began
cautiously.
One
general
other music of his time. The Nhrth
detracted from the performance. group.
Appearing with Quintessen.:
The group is Hartford bred and
is the longest of Beethoven's criticism, throughout the perThe fourth movement, infor
tiie first time was vocal!symphonies, perhaps stretching to formance was that the pianissimos corporating soloists, choir, add born and they are excellent. They Kharmia DeLamos. A woman •;
one hour and a half. The Sym- could have been quieter and the orchestra was the most polished of provided a unified and harmonious exceptional beauty, sophisticati
phony incorporate* a choir and fortissimos louder. Likewise the the work. The orchestra, after a presentation of original material/ and stunning, Miss DeLamos hi;
soloists, a musical first. The wo*: string opening of movement one strong choir entrance, was en- written by pianist Ron Ancrum. the type of voice that could •:•
uses such extremes ast singers was not pianissimo. The string couraged to play out more and Mr. Ancrum's adriot, light touch on . ••;• ;
c o a t . e a p . & .'•
•... • ' •
singing at the tops of their ranges, section, especially the cellos, were their performance was less the acoustic and electric piano
and the Presto tempo ol movement surprisingly in tune and polished, cautious. The cello answer to the
however the woodwind entrance musical
lour.
Quotations
from
Til* Ninth, often; caBed the; sounded unrehearsed. ; The movements one, two, and three
CWml Symphony,-is a Very am- . recurrence of pianissimo, first was crisp and legato. However, too
John Rose, organist of Trinity College, will perform the
bitious undertaking for Trinity, • theme was never quite enough and often short notes were abrupt and .
concluding recital of this season's Trinity Organ Series on Friday,
Both the orchestra and concert one felt as if the orchestra, phrase endings jagged. The theme,
May 4 at 8:15 p.m. in the trinity College Chapel. Mr. Rose will l>e
• choir are under the direction of especially the string*, could have expressive and beautifully played
assisted by Paul Orlando, Tenor and David Kilroy, Trumpet. ,
in the cello, did not have enough
!S(!rtliKt m associalion wilh PHILLIP TRUCKENBROD
The program will include the premiere of a song cycle for Tenor
"far-away" character.
concert organist
and
Organ by Robert Edward Smith, Composer in Residence to the
Douglas Thorn began the
Trinity College Chapel. The work is a setting of Three Poems by
soloists with concise, polished
Gerard Manley Hopkins. Mr. Kilroy will perform a Suite by G. F.
passage, but unfortunately he had
Handel. In addition, Mr. Rose will perform organ works by French
difficulty reaching the low notes in
classical and romantic composers.
the solo and quartet parts,
upsetting the balance in the
quartet. The tenor, Nicholas Park,
was poised and crisp; however, his
vibrato overwhelmed the other
in performance...
On may 2, at 8:15 p.m., pianist David Felber, '82, brings his
quartet voices. The Choral fugue
repertoire (including an original work) to Room 101 in the Austin
"Splendid... not only brilliant technique,
was nicely performed in the choir.
but sensitivity and warmth."
Arts Center for a half-hour of music that's "Nothing Special".
The Trinity performance of
—The Ottawa Journal, Canada
SMAT disagrees right down the line. David's playing is
Beethoven's Ninth was far from
"An exciting program by an exciting
extra-special.
professional; yet even great
artist!"
May 4 heralds the flashing fingers of Livia Benavides, '81 in a
—The Chautauquan Daily, New York
musicians have difficulty with
concert of classical guitar music. She'll be playing at 7 p.m. in
difficult pieces. The Ninth
Garmany Hall.
.
Symphony was musical, effective
Friday, May 4 at 8:15 p.m. at the Trinity College Chapel hi
and exciting. With the resources of
Then, the Chamber Music class plays the music of Schumann.
concert with David Kllroy, '78 on trumpet and Paul Orlando, tenor.
a small college community, I'd say
Haydn, Brahms, Beethoven, Bach, Mozart, et al. at 7 p.m. ir
The concert is free.
their performance was highly*
Garmany Hall on May 7 and 8.
successful.

Music Review

Good Jazz Ignored

Rose Gives Concert

SMAT'S Programs
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Arts Calendar
* edited by Barbara J. Selmo

On Campus
William Weaver, adjunct professor at Columbia University's
School of the Arts, will speak at Trinity College on Tuesday, May 1.
His talk, "Shakespeare and Italian Opera," will be held at4p.m. in
the Wean Lounge of Mather Campus Center. The event is
sponsored by Trinity's Comparative Literature Program and the
Barbieri Center.
This season's final Bach's Lunch will be performed on Friday,
May 4, at 12:30 p.m., on the recently expanded Carillon of the
Trinity College Chapel Tower.Members of the audience are invited
to picnic on the Quad at Trinity while listening to arrangements of
Bach's music played from the Chapel tower. Light lunches and
beverages will be available in the Chapel Garden.
The premiere of a song cycle for tenor and organ will highlight
the concluding recital of this season's Trinity Organ Series at 8:15
p.m., on Friday, May 4, in the Trinity College Chapel. John Rose
organist of Trinity, will perform the recital, assisted by Paul
Orlando, tenor, and David Kilroy, trumpet.
Timbrel, the student run organization of a cappella singers at
Trinity College, will present its annual spring concert, "Songs of
Love, Songs of Praise," on Sunday, May 6 at 4:00 p.m., ikn the
Trinity College Chapel. A reception will follow the concert.
The second concedrt of the Dedicatory Recital series celebrating
the recently expanded Plumb Memorial Carillon at Trinity College,
will present Neil Dunay, Master Carillonneur of Trinity College, in a
recital on Sunday, May 6 at 12:00 p.m.

Off Campus
From May 1 through May 6, "Made By Two," an opera with
libretto by literary iconoclast Gertrude Stein and a score by William
Turner, will be playing in the Long Wharf Theatre's Stage II as one
of the major events in LWT's spring Mni-Festival of visiting theatre
companies. "Made By Two" will be presented nightly from
Tuesday through Sunday (May 1-May 6). Curtain is at 8:15, except
on Sunday, when it is at 7:15. Tickets available through' the Long
WharfTheatre box office, 787-4282.
Connecticut Public Radio (90.5 FM) and Television will
simulcast a performance of the American Ballet Theatre's
production of Tchaikovsky's The Sleeping Beauty, live from Lincoln
Center on Wednesday, Nay 2 at 8:00 p.m.
A survey of objects acquired by the Wadsworth Atheneum since
1973 will go on display in the museum's Avery Court on'Tuesday,
May 2. Included in this "Recent Acquisitions" exhibition will be
paintings, sculpture, glass, works on paper, furniture and costumes
and textiles. The Wadsworth Atheneum is open to the public
Tuesday through Thursday 11 a.m.-3 p.m., Friday 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
Friday hours during July and August, 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Harry Callahan and Emmet Gowin will be guests at a reception
for them at Archetype on Sunday, May 6 from 7:30-9:00 The gallery
is displaying a small selecction of their photographs in conjunction
with the Photography Exhibit of The Hartford Civic and Arts
Festival for which the two photographers are serving as jurors. The
Gallery event is open to the public. The exhibition begins May 3 and
continues through May 27.
.
"An Americanism: Joe McCarthy" is a 90-minute biography of
the man whose U.S. Senate career made him one of the dark figures
of the post-war era. CPTV will televise the special May 5 at 3 p.m.
on Channels 24 Hartford, 49 Bridgeport-Fairfteld County,
54 Norwich, 61 Watefbury and 65 New Haven.
The final subscription concert of the Hartford Symphony
Orchestra'^ 35th anniversary season will be- presented on
Wednesday, May 9 at 8:15 at Bushnell Memorial Hall. Under the
baton of Maestro Arthur Winograd, the Symphony will perform
selections by Beethoven, Stravinsky, and Bartok. The evening's
guest artist, pianist, Garrick Ohlsson, will perform Rachmaninoff
Concerto No. 3 for Piano and Orchestra with the Symphony to close
the concert. Tickets for this concert are now on sale at the Bushnell
Box Office (246-6807) and at all Ticketron outlets.
"The Most Explosive Force in Jazz," Count Basie and his
Orchestra will perform May 13, 8:15 p.m. at Manchester High
School, Bailey Auditorium, East Middle Turnpike, Manchester, CT.
This event is sponsored by Temple Beth Sholom, Manchester, CT.
The New England Repertory Theatre presents "A Phoenix Too
Frequent," by Christopher Fry, May 19 to June 24, Thursday,
Friday and Saturday at 8 p.m. Sunday at 2 p.m. Previews are May
16,17,18. For information call (617) 798-8685.
Mystic Marinelife Aquarium and the University of Connecticut
are offering a summer course in Goastal Ecology. The three credit
course will include five days of intensive study aboard the 71 foot
sccchponer "Voyager." Preparatory lectures will be given June 4,
6, 11, and 13 And 15 at the Aquarium and the University's
Southeastern Conn. Branch. The boat trip is scheduled for June 18
to 22. For more information contact Mystic Marinelife Aquarium,
Mystic, CT 06355.

Derringer Fires Up
Bv Eric Anderson
I was getting a lot of visual
insubordination from some doubleknit character sitting next to me.
Seems he thought that they were
putting too much ice in his drinks.
His grumblings stopped though as
the house lights went down and
four men stepped on stage; suddenly everything cut loose.
Some benighted individual
might have though the singer some
ruthless electric monster, weaned
on cold concrete and steel girders,
rocking away with all the ferocity
and intensity of a hi-voltage
runaway garbage disposal. Almost
the creator and manipulator of this
high paced energy and volume was
none other than Rick Derringer.
(one time cohort of some blond
names Winter).
Now don't let his size fool you.
He isn't the 6*4" Clint Eastwood
type, but he's no lagger. Opening
his highly charged concert at the

Shaboo Inn, Willlimantic, CT.,
Friday and Saturday with, "It Ain't
Funny," the band next lunged
quickly into "Teenaged Love
Affair".
Derringer concentrated on
material from his latest album, "If
I Weren't So Romantic, I'd Shoot
You," and his forthcoming, not yet
recorded album.
Surprisingly enough, the band
didn't do many old songs. "Teenaged", "Beyond the Universe",
"Roll With Me", and "Rock 'n Roll
Hoochie Koo" were the main oldies
for both nights.
The show was the same both
nights but the audience participation on the second night was much
more intense. As soon as Derringer
stepped on stage Saturday night,
everyone was up on his feet,
remaining there for the entire two
hour show.
ont. on p. 4

Good Jazz Ignored
cont. from p. 5
called delicious. Throughout—the
evening, she exuded poise and
confidence while creating a soft
and sensual mood that added a fine
new polish and dimension to
Quintessence.
The final number of the concert,
Mr. Ancrum's "Windsong," was
highlighted by the tenor saxophone
artistry of Mr." Sovak. His yearning
horn was precise and melodic. It
afforded the chance to forget the
staccatoed discord of the Coltrane
and Archie Shepp prototype and
settle into the lush sensuality of a
good horn.

As I've always said, leave
avant-garde to the French. Exhibiting remarkable versatility, the
latin-percussion character of the
band surfaced during the encore
rendition of Eric Gale's "The
Rabbit." Miss DeLamos' cowbells
and Mr. Johnson's tasteful percussion created a fine latino sound
that most of the Trinity community
missed.
Quintessence has played in
Murphy's Parlour and ts l expected
to remain in the Hartford vicinity.
It was an insult to this fine group of
musicians that the Trinity community failed to attend.

Now in paper back

CARLOS
CASTANEDAS
great bestseller

THE SECOND RING
OF POWER
A new and startling chapter in
one of the great journeys of
enlightenment of-ourtime—
a vision of the world of
the full-fledged sorcerer. "Moves with
vivid, eerie force!'
—San Francisco
Chronicle
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Arts
.Boo^ Review

Lasch: A Searingly Pessimistic Analysis
By David Levitt
Like a latter-day Marx, or the "Selfish Seventies".
personal and familial form,
Christopher Lasch announces that
capitalism has evolved a new
our culture is decadent, will die,
The service that Lasch has political
ideology,
welfare
and that there is very little we can rendered
is putting the liberalism, which absolves indo about it. But this Marx not only psychological and political dividuals of moral responsibility
studies economics in his late-.' frameworks together, making the and treats them as victims of social
years; he studies psychology.
research just deep enough for the circumstance. It has evolved new
There is little that is new in this scholars, and just shallow enough modes of social control, which deal
book. The political-economic for all the others. What we have is with the deviant as a patient and
framework upon which Lasch at least a provocative if not substitute medical rehabilitation
for punishment. It has given rise to
bases his psychological study, that profound book. The elegance of
the tensions in our society are a Lasch's prose is exceeded only by a new culture, the narcissistic
culture of our time, which has
product of the transition from the gloom of his message.
Our cultural crisis is a crisis in translated the predatory inindustrial to post-industrial society,
is an idea created by liveral critics authority. Lasch describes the new dividualism of the American Adam
such as Daniel Bell andZbigniew paternalism invented by modern into a therapeutic jargon that
Brzezinski more than a decade ago. society which has usurped celebrates no so much inThe title The Culture of Narcissism traditonal authority.
dividualism as solipsism, justifying
smacks of familiar characterizaHaving overthrown feudalism self-absorption as 'authenticity' and
tions such as the "Me Decade", and slavery and then outgrown its 'awareness'.

Bourgeois-liberalism, the
ideology of competitive capitalism,
is intellectually bankrupt because it
fails to serve as a creative
framework for dealing with the
problems of monopoly capitalism.
The entrepreneurial bourgeoisie
has yielded to bureaucracy. The
striving individualist is now the
anxious narcissist. The values of
the bureaucratic society, transmitted not by the family but by the
bureaucratic state, are controlled
by professionalism, consumerism,
and commercialism. There is no
tradition, no link with the past, no
familial authority in the new
culture, nothing to give substance
to life, only anxiety and confusion.
Lasch proceeds to put our dying
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culture on the couch, analyzing
every aspect of the patient's
psyche: sexual relations, child
rearing, education, aging, sports,
writers, national politics, and
advertising. His diagnosis is acute
and terminal narcissism. "Narcissism appears realistically to
represent the best way of coping
with the tensions and anxieties of
modern life," writes Lasoh, "and
the prevailing social conditions
therefore tend to bring out the
narcissistic traits that are present in
everyone." .,
The values of our survivaloriented culture have filtered down
to the family which contributes to
this narcissism by raising children
with a combination of "emotional
detachment and, attempts to
convince the child of his favored
position in the family." Later in life,
with' acquired emotional detachment and ability of personal
manipulation, the narcissist
succeeds in the impersonal
bureaucracy.
Lasch notes, in Freudian terms,
that in late capitalism we have no
effective sublimations. Sport no
longer serves as an outlet for
libidnal energies, but is now the
source for more anger. Sex is no
longer play but performance.
Political action has little serious
intent, but is now just a mode of
self-realization.
Lasch uses clinical narcissism
as both an analytical tool and a
metaphor for understanding our
culture. The image given of our
culture is that offtpaiocd man
writhing in self-destructive agony,
this is as moving as fiction. In fact,
it seems that Lasch, in an effort to
tie together a book that leaves
I almost no aspect1'of our culture
untouched, depends too heavily on
the beauty of his prose. Lasch at
times asks us to suspend our
critical-realistic sense as if we were
reading a novel, not a rigorous
scholarly argument.
Lasch cut his historical teeth
during the 1960's, being associated
with the New Left historians and
their critique of liberal America.
Having seen the failure of both
radicalism and liberalism during
the 1970s, Lasch wishes a plague on
both houses. There is no substance
in politics, only appearance and '
spectacle.
The political involvement of the
1970's respresnts for Lasch not a •
quest for social change, but for selfrealization. The politics of Jack
Kennedy and Vietnam demonstrates that politics was a matter oi ,
machismo. Politics, now infused
' with the values of advertising, is s
'meaningless babble."'
i
One is never quite sure where to
place Lasch. His political message •
is confused. He is a traditionalist
and radical at once. He tries'tc,supercede those, such as Danie •
Bell, who have used the analysis oi I
post-industrial society to justify t •
regeneration of liberalism; for •
liberalism is a part of the disease
Lasch seems to be looking •'
longingly back at a time in th« nineteenth century when the
nuclear family was linked witt '
local political action. One wonden if The Culture of Narcissism is noi <
indicative of a despairing anc "
confused survivor of the 1960s .
Lasch writes in his preface thajthere are many signs of new life a •
the United States. His forecast issc
pessimistic and all-encompassini
that one wonders what thesl:
observations could be.
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"Our hopes are crushed," the and smashed back three of Fratt'j
coach agreed flatly. "Without a serves in the next, making the game
singles player, we can't win!"
love-40 in his favor. "Serve again
It was a beautiful spring day at
"What about a substitute?" Piker Fratt!" he taunted Tm
Trintity. Birds chirped and twitNick asked. "Ace Sterling is here." ready!"
tered from the trees, and the sun
"Okay," said Piker Fratt. "Say,
"Yes! "Will you help us, Ace?"
shone down on the playing fields.
begged the coach, for everyone what's that behind you?"
The crack of the bat, the roar of
"What?" Ace said, and turned
knew about Ace Sterling's athletic
the crowd, and cires of "Play ball!"
to look. At that moment, the
skills.
and "Batter up!" rose over the
It was an odd scene—at least by recent standards.
"Sure thing!" Ace said. "I'm treacherous Piker Fratt hit his
an era
diamond. Also, there was a tennis
Several hundred students milling around and shouting
serve which whizzed over the net
ready to go!"
match.
the occasional slogan. On the Mather steps a handful of
"You can't play tennis in those and past the distracted Sterling.
The Bantams were playing the
erstwhile radicals were trying to master the techniques
long trousers!" Nancy said shortly. "Ace!" called the linesman.
team of Merriwell College in a
of effective bullhorn usage, the issue was earth"Yes?" Ace said, and went
"Leave them on, leave them
close-fought contest. There were a on," the coach panted. "There's no over to see what he wanted. While
shattering—will freshman be spread out rather than
few spectators applauding the
concentrated, will some—horror of horrors—be placed
he was off the court, Piker Fratt hit
time to change!"
netmen; sports editors Nick
in High Rise.
"Okay," Ace said. "Can I roll up another serve. " A c e ! " the
Normal and Nancy Luckless were
The shouting escalated inside the Washington
linesman said again. "Thirty-forty!"
my sleeves?"
comparing notes by the fence.
Room as Vice-President Smith spent Wednesday
"Thirty-forty what?" Ace asked
"Sure," said Nick. "You have
"We've nothing to put in the
afternoon in "discourse" with about 400 angry
the linesman, just as Piker Fratt
the right-to bare arms."
column again this week," Nancy
students.
"Fine," Ace said, tightening the served again into the empty court.
said blankly.
laces on his saddle shoes and "Ace!" the linesman repeated.
It-s unlikely that Mr. Smith would care to address
"Hi, fellows!" came a friendly
"What the deuce?" cried Ace.
striding onto the court. "Can I have
another such gathering soon.
voice from behind them. Nick and
"Yes, it is," Nancy said. "The
a racquet?"
It's also clear that the administration was taken
Nancy turned. It was none other
"You can borrow mine," said game is even!"
aback by the surge of protest against the deicision to
than Ace Sterling, Bantam athlete,
"You'll have to buckle down,"
one of the Trinity players. "It's one
revert to a system of class integration in the
strolling by the court with his best
of theose new extra-large-sized Nick belted. "Piker Fratt will win!"
dormitories—a decision that we believe is basically
girl Stacy Goodrich. A smile lit his ones."
"Advantage Fratt!" called the
sound.
cheery face.
linesman,
as Piker hit yet another
"You're
a
prince,"
Ace
said.
The protest would have been more impressive if we
"Ace Sterling! You've come
"Look who Ace's opponent is!" serve.
could believe that the dissidents were really devoted to
back!" Nancy said.
"Now the tie is broken," Ace
cried Nancy. "Haven't I ssen him
the well-being of freshmen and if the crowd had reacted
"Yes, I have," Ace returned. before?"
deduced. "I'd better get back onto
better to attempts to express disagreement with its
"Gosh, it's swell to see you guys
"It's that sneak, Piker Fratt!" the court!" So saying, he hurried
purpose.
again. Have you missed me?"
Nick said in dismay. "Has he back to the game and returned the
There was a disgraceful scene on the steps of
"Yes!" Nick said. "Why did vou joined the Merriwell team?"
next two serves,before Fratt could
Mather as students shouted down a student who
not play with the football team last
"That Piker Fratt has tried to even hit them. After that, Ace took
disagreed with them.
fall?"
trip me up before," Ace said command of the match; Piker Fratt
However, the salient point of the whole affair was
"I broke my leg," Ace cracked, grimly. "Well, he won't trick me broke two racquets and wore out
that the protest was effective. The administration did
"which kept me off the gridiron for
three pairs of tennis shoes trying to
this time!"
rearrange the housing system after the protests.
the' semester. However, it has
But once the match got un- match his skill, but to no avail as
Whatever the self-interest quotient of the protescompletely healed; in fact, last derway, Piker Fratt won point after Ace Sterling won the match 6-4, frO
tors, the incident proved the value and plausibility of
week I ran in the Boston point. Ace whiffed and stumbled and insured the overall victory for
student action. If students organize and present their
Marathon."
about the court, missing the ball by Trinity.
positions forcefully they can apply pressure for change
"What was your time?" asked a mile and double-faulting on all his
"Three cheers for Ace Sterling,
that's hard to deflect.
serves; Piker Fratt easily jumped Bantam athlete!" shouted Nancy.
Nick.
The leaders of next year's SGA should take care to
"I crossed the line in about two into the lead in the first set, 4-0.
"Hooray! Hooray! Hooray!
remember the whole incident, the SGA, which has • hours," Ace replied.
"Ace! Ace! Whatever can be Hooray!" Stacy yelled.
recently been given to moaning about its impotence,
"But that would put you up with the matter?" cried his friends.
"There goes Piker Fratt!" Ace
really flexed its muscles. There are many more
the winners!"
"The sun is in my eyes," Ace noted, seeing his adversary skulk
important issues to address, perhaps the "incident"
"No, I started the race fro the beamed. "I can't see!"
off down Bioad Street. "I wonder
will be a forerunner toactivity rather than an isolated
back of the field," Ace explained.
"But th sun's behind you." Nick what dirty tricks will next attract
display of self concern.
"That was my time t o cross ;the said lightly. "What's that by "the his attention?"
starting line."
side of the court?"
"Probably
another unJust then the coach came by,
"A search light!" Ace glared. derhanded scheme to despoil the
sobbing in despair. "We've been "Piker Fratt put it there to shine in honor of yourself and of Trinty
harpooned!" he wailed, "he match my face!" Immediately, he lobbed athletics," Nick said. "But that is'
a powerful serve at the searchlight for another time."
is lost!"
"What is it? What's wrong?" and broke it in a dozen pieces.
The cheering continued, as the
"Now," said Ace, "we will see what teammates
asked Nancy.
gathered
their
Ho-ho. My gosh it sure was funny. Some people
"One of our singles players is fair play can do!"
equipment and went off for punch
borrowed the Tripods for a few days last week.
Within minutes, Ace Sterling and cookies in the Field House; as
missing," the coash answered. "If
If the people who organized the complicated little
regained the initiative and won the before, the sunshine gleamed over
we
forfeit
his
match,
Merriwell
will
raid last week hoped to bother the editorial staff with
first set, 6-4. He went on to win the the campus. For the moment, the
beat us!"
their prank they certainly succeeded.
first three games of the second set courts were adjourned.
"It
has
been
a
tight
contest,"
The stuffed shirts who run this paper took a rather
she
said
narrowly.
dim view of the whole episode. For us, a lot more was
involved than yet another college prank. The
disappearance of the papers caused us a great deal of
embarassment with our subscribers, advertisers, and,
most of all, with our staff and regular readers. A
number of people spent a great deal of time preparing
the Tripod. Their work was voided by the theft.
To Whom It May Concern:
More upsetting than personal discomfort was the
Editor
First
year
alumni a r e
realization that there are people here who would steal
Andrew Walsh
notoriously hard to reach and so
newspapers. As a symbolic act, this new version of
generally out of touch with events
^ ^'Tftl^ws Editor
student activism is particularly saddening.
Mgn&ging Editor
back at school, so I hope I may be
We were naturally relieved to get the papers back
1| 4 JP Idling
Michael Preston
excused in coming forward
early last Thursday and wish to thank all of those who
belatedly to seriously question the
helped us search for missing papers, however, our
|f
Connectlcu|Eiltor
dismissal of Larry Stires from his
Sports Editors
bitterness over this low act remains. We were sickened
l^
Julie Johnson r v
position as Film Coordinator after
by the whole interlude.
Nick Noble
19 years of service to the College.
Perhaps I am being too polite in my
Nancy Lucas
language here; we have a tendency
in these letterst to mute strong
sentiment in academic prose. Let
Photography Editor
me put it this way:it seems not only
Mark Bonadies
heartless but pointless.
I have in front of me Dean
Contributing Edjftn
The April Sillies blossomed on campus last
Nye's memo of February 8 to
Alan Levine
weekend. With a major assist from Mother Nature, who
Department
Chairmen and
Keith McAteer
cut the monsoon season short, Trinity's Spring
^ ^ S ^ ^ n e Nelson ^a§|.
Program Directors concerning the
Barbara Selmo •
Weekend came off pretty smoothly. Pate limbed
matter, and, despite the most
students in shorts and T-shirts ran, and in some cases
meticulous study, I am unable to
Maamm
stumbled, around celebrating the over-due arrival of
glean what might be called a reason
Carol Rumery / ,
Spring.
for Mr, Stires' dismissal. The
The weekend, though not without its irritations, was
purpose of the new plan, I read, is
largely marked by good spirits and relaxed atmosphere.
to "improve the efficiency with
There was also a lot of beer.
which we procure and use feature
However, the weekend was largely the result of one
films in academic course work."
material i%|va^fy^epi|raa'»d. O4miit^UT"Kff0^0^^trl'° ""
man's effort. Senior David Fitzpatrick pushed,
Fine, so far. How does this exclude
prodded, and pleaded to organize the affair. Without
I sJs99fl^B^^ ft ^T Bv Iff^fc^l• ! t jJ ^fc <^ JB I ^ eo-jOk ^v^%a^ ^ ^ u f l y ^ i f l * * s'ffft^&H y f l I A
12
fi v ' * '
Mr. Stires?
his sweat Spring Weekend probably wouldn't have
No hint is given as to whether
come off. Next year's planners would do wellto begin
Basement. Office hours: Saturday, S-J P.W., Sunday::'f»m» «••"•
Mr. Stires' work was or was not
working on the complicated affair early next year since
Telephone 244-1S29 or J27.3M1, ««t. JS2. Malllnf storm* « *
satisfactory, a bit of information, I
they won't (we trust) have Fitz to kick them into gear.
f 3II, TrinWy CrtHfja, Malawi, 6Ww. t # M .
coat, on p . 9
By Eric Grevstad
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Women's Movement - Joining for Common Cause
By Leslie Wright
We are currently living through
an era when rapid change and
increasing choice have made us
feel uncomfortable. As a result,
people are approaching their
options from more conservative
frameworks. Fewer persons are
calling themselves "feminist",
rejecting feminism as a radical
stance equated with bra burnings
and lesbianism.
Supporters of the Women's
Movement claim that there is space
for diversity in the Movement for
people to join together for the sake
of a common cause—women's
rights. Yet many of the women's
rights advocates are uncomfortable
with being labeled "feminists", and
question what other "givens" are
attached to the label.
"Feminism", as defined by
Webster's New College Dictionary,
is "the theory that women should
have political, economic and social
rights equal to those of men."
Anyone believing this should be
called a "feminist". Though the
numbers who do embrace these
. tenets are increasing, a stigma is
still attached to the label
"feminist".
Perhaps part of the distinction
can be attributed to various
"operational definitions" of
feminism. There are a number of
these definitions. One supports the
theory of the "feminist collective",

where women are attempting to
operate in a non-hierarchical
structure to accomplish goals.
Another supports consensus
decision making, which claims that
no* decision should be made unless
all person involved in the process
' agree to it. Such a process may
encompass considerable time and
energy, but has the advantage of
offering better commitment to
goals and policy.
Another definition wouiu
exclude men from any portion of
the decision making process. The
theory behind that is that women
need a space to develop their own
leadership potential, which is
seldom realized in male-female
organizations.
Another definition ascribes to
the policy that only women should
be employed to speak for women—
that men are incapable, have other
opportunities, or may attempt to
dominate should they be hired.
Finally, there is a definition that
equates personal power with
domination. Because personal
power is defined negatively, the
assumption is that individuals
cannot be truly feminist if power is
important to them.
All of this points to the fact that
some feminists are questioning
social structures and are striving to
find other options. When feminist
groups begin to exclude others who
do not adhere to them as being
"non-feminist", or even "antifeminist", the Women's Movement
is in trouble.

There are numerous feminists
Women will fcontinue to earn
who are part of the Women's only 5 cents for each dollar earned
Movement who do not agree with
any of these "operational dangerous to allow ourselves the
definitions". If, for example, our luxury of this division. Unless
women's centers, desgined to people can locate the common
further the advancement and rights ground that unites them and begin
of women, are not flexible enough . to work together, feminism will not
to include women's diverse needs succeed.
and styles, then waht have we
In the past few months there
gained?
have been a number of articles
If, for the sake of being carried by local newspapers which
feminist, we exclude those men tend to trivialize the Women's
who support us and accuse themjof Movement. These articles are
being part of the "opposition", generally about how men and
what have we gained? If we in$sj' women relate in a society with
that our opertional styles have Jfo changing role expectations.
be dictated to us, rather .tylan
Opening doors is a negotiation
negotiated, and shaped by our
diverse needs and styles, thfh how between the individuals at the
have we gained over out male doorway; it is not a "women's
counterparts? If we continue to issue". The romance behind a
view power as "bad", then how datings i$ a result of the
have we gained over our male relationship between the incounterparts? If we continue to dividuals invoived; it is not a
view power as "bad", then how can "women's issue."
we learn to harness it to further the • If you are in favor of equal pay
advancement of women in society? " for equal work, but still want to
As long as operational have doors opened for you, please
definisions limit and cdnfie who is consider that you are a feminist
"feminist" and who is not, the who will negotiate at the doorway!
Women's Movement will be
The Women's Movement has
divided. The Equal Rights made an impact. It has expanded
Amendment will probably face choices, for both men and women,
another year of- not being ratified. in political, economic and social
Congress is already looking at situations. Sometimes these
passing legislation which will choices create conflicts.
cripple the effects of Title DC (set
Individuals are forced to
equity in educational institutions) confront themselves to know what
by eliminating sports from its is comfortable for them in ordr to
jurisdiction.
make appropriate decisions.

•Feminism increases choices and
opportunities. It should not limit
them. Many personal decisions,
traditional in orgin, are now virtually unsupported. Consider the
young man or women who opts to
stay at home to raise children, or
who becomtes. a "professional
volunteer", serving on community
boards and providing services.
If your choice is to be a
homemaker and to raise children,
exclusive of being in the "paid
work" force, then do it.
Remember,
the
Women's
Movement made this your choice,
not your duty. Individual freedom
of choice is the American way; so
is feminism.
An artist friend described the
experience of being an artist as
having to know oneself, to set one's
own structure, and to be constantly
capable of renegotiating when it
doesn't work, We are all akin to the
artist's experience. We all must
create our own foci and order out
of the chaos of life.
It is not easy living in a world
where values and options^ are inerasing. Decisions about choices
are often difficult. But what are the
alternatives?
Shall we return to arranged
marriages? To forcing women into
certain careers, restricting them
from others? Do we dare to make
our own decisions about our
bodies? And who should decide for
ibs if not we ourselves?

Letters to the Editor
Student-Teacher I must protest
very strongly your recent decisions
regarding the Educaton Department. I admit that some kind of
reorganization of the Department
may be desirable, however, what
you propose is the emasculation of
the Educational Program at
Trintiy. The negative effects of
your actions will be felt by the
College and the community in both
the long and short run.
I intend this letter to be mainly
a statement in strong support of the
Teacher Certification Program. I
feel that it is one of the more
important ones at Trinity. There
are several reasons for my feeling
this way. First and foremost is the
fact that by teaching a subject, one
is forced to know that field in a
much greater depth than is normally required. You, as teachers
yourselves, should realize this. In
this light, Student-Teaching cannot
possibly be regarded as a narrow
vocational endeavor. It is in fact, in
the achievement of a liberal arts
eduation, a broad and most
profund activity at its center. It is
only when a student attempts to
teach that he begins to realize just
how little he knows/ Teaching
necessarily demands a more
complete mastering of a subject
than is possible in a typical course.
Therefore, any programs which
promote this kind of learning
experience should be continued
and if possible, expanded.
Another important factor you
should consider is the contribution
to the community that is made by
Student Teachers. The program is
one of the few at Trinity (most of
which, are in the Education
Department) that promotes interaction between students and the
Hartford area. Its elimination can
As the President's Fellow for only be seen as another attempt by
Education this year, and also as SA Trinity to isolate itself from the real

cont. from p. 8
think, which might be deemed
important by someone who has put
in 19 years' work. The main reason
for the action seems to be that
"Growth in the academic use of
Feature films necessitates a more
active and direct integration of the
procurement process to course
planning and development." Yet to
do this, we must tire someone
acknowledged in the same
paragraph to be "providing a useful
linkage between the faculty and
Cinestudio"? Are we to believe Mr.
Stires incapable of this "active and
direct integration"? Or incapable of
working with Kaja Silverman to
achieve it?
Either Mr. Stires did a good job
or he did not. I worked with him
and I believe he did, and so, it
seems, does everyone else I've
talked with.
.1 can only ask, then, in conclusion, that we reconsider what
we are doing. Are we streamlining
for the sake of streamlining?
One final note. At the end of
Dean Nye's memo I read that
Cinestudio will in the future be
expected to "lend more than token
support to the academic use of film
on this campus." I worked very
closely with Mr. Stires and
Cinestudio for the last three years
and can unequivocally state that on
this point Trinity has little need to
worry. Cinestudio's support has
never been, is ot now, and never
will be "token". In any sense of the
word.
I thank you for your time and
your patience.
Yours,
Jim Shepard, '78

Education

world. If most evaluations of a
Trinity Education are valid, then
consider the following: You are the
Principal of a local high school.
Who would you rather have as a
student-teachr, a student from
Central Connecticut, or one from
Trinity? Consider this also for a
moment. What is going to be the
reaction of the community to a
College that refuses to be a
contributing part of it?
The number of people currently
in the program (and in the
Department as a whole) is
something else to be considered.
Enrollment is down (this semester
there were four of us), but that is
certain to change next year. There
are at least a dozen students who
wish to be in this program in the
fall and next spring, so the
argument of declining interest
bears no credence.
Actually, I do see some good
coming out of this. It is only when
students (and faculty) are faced
with change in a structural sense
that they begin to seriously
evaluate content. Because they are
foced to defend something, they
must first examine it cticically to be
able to ' make
reasonable
judgements. At Trinity (although
this is really true everywhere), we
never really stop to question or
think about something until it is
either in jeoardy or eliminated.
Even then, most give up soon and
return to more important social
concerns such as "Where's the
party this weekend?" But perhaps
the extablishment of a critical consciousness of what a liberal arts
education actually is, is all we can
hope for. That and the retaining of
the Education Department as a
means of achieving it.
Sincerely,
SidneyA.RoweU,'79

WRTC
To the Trinity College Community:
I must take this time to voice
my heartfelt discontent and
displeasure at the recent actions of
the
Student
Government
Association Budget Committee. At
their meeting of April 25,1979, they
succeeded in cutting WRTC's
budget for fiscal 1978-80 to a level
which is $800.00 below this year's
budget. This action has grave
import for the future operation of
WRTC.
I am able to understand the
Committee's wish to retain the
Student Activities Fee at its present
level. I am also able to comprehend
the fact that there is only so much
money to be divided between a
large number of competing
organizations. This is all well and
good, however there are certain
problems which must be exposed
to light in order that the entire
college understand our position.
Not only does the Committee's
action make it virtually impossible
for the station to cover inflation,
but it will also necessitate a cutback in services to not only the
Hartford community but also to
other Trinity Students. The
Committee's fiscal scalpel cut into
our Technical Department. This
department is the heart of the
station's operations. Since the
Techical Department supervises
the day-to-day (legally required)
maintenance within the station it is
entirely possible that the station
could face some troubles with the
FCC. While the former condition
is remote, it may happen. With
regard to the Trinity community, a
weakened Technical Department
could mean fewer on-campus
events aided by WRTC. There are

numerous examples of such events:
Teh Crew Fund-Raiser, sound
equipment for various events at
Black Week, equipment for Angela
Davis' speech, and sound equipment for Livingston Taylor at Ciut?
T. In addition, WRTC . also furnishes the tapes which are played
nightly in the Pub.
All of the preceding events and
items were made possible through
the staff of WRTC. The Budget
Committee has, through its action,
made it harder for WRTC to
service all the quipment used at
these events. This is the job of the
Technical Department: service of
equipment, If the station cannot
purchase the equipment that il
needs in order to service said,
equipment, campus events may
suffer.
It should also be know that
other organizations with fewer
members than WRTC were, if nos
cut back in funding, allowed to
increase
their
budgets
astronomically. To my knowledge,
no other organization suffered such
a violent cutback in funding.
In some quarters it may bt
stated that WRTC has the
responsibility to raise its owx
funds. This notion of fund raising
was done and quite successfully
However, the money raised in out
Marathon is being used solely fo
the purchase of anew antenne
(which, evidently the Budge
Committee did not wish to give u
or let us budget in) and for th
updating of our classical and jaz:
record libraries (monies for whic!
were not placed in our budget),
I would ask the committee tc
rethink the evident "wisdom" of it
decision and also that the Trinit;
College community (especially
those facets which have called or.
coat, on p. 10
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Commentary
"medical excuse" residents who get
top priority in the lottery. Some
the station for help) rethink their To Dean Nye:
honestly need special rooms. But it
relation to WRTC. Show the
As I write this letter, I have in is degrading and * enraging when
SGABC that you care about what front of me the Tripod's text of you sit in utter despair as fifteen or
would seem to be Trinity's only far- your department summaries and twenty "medically infirmed"
reaching arm out of the Ivory the 1979-80 Courses of Instruction students gleefully jaunt up to the
Tower.
booklet—open to the Psychology head of the Housing line and take
Sincerely Yours, Department listings. As a their greedy little choice of the best
ThomasA.Quigley,'80 sophomore psychology major, I .rooms available.
General Manger, WRTC-FM agree with your assessment of the
I understand that a physically
department as "efficient"; in fact, crippled person needs an elevator,
in the year that it was efficient, but how do you justify a "medical
1977-78, I found it also quite
excuse" that calls for a single
On the past two-Wednesday "effective." But this year, the loss. becasue the particular person has
afternoons several students ando f Professors Mace Baum, and
excessive stomach gas? This
faculty have met in a concerted F l n k a t l d ; h e l , r r e P l a c e m e n t ^
odiferous person invariably walks
effort to propose some solutions to temporary faculty resulted m pre.- away with a sly smile after
the frustrating
educational dominant meffeaency.
procuring a Jarvis Tower's single—•
Man
condition. We have recognized that
y psychology listings for one of the most attractive and
the Trinity learning atmosphere 1978-79 read, "time and instructor roomy on campus.
has not been completely fulfilling t 0 b e announced ; this created a
Is it right when a person who
our expectations. What we have state of disorder and insecurity for has an allergy and a number of 600
proposed are not in any stretch ol* s t u d e n t s a n d facul *y- I n addition,
takes his pick of 111 Crescent St? If
the
imagination
complete f o r students such as myself, who
the
person needs air conditioning,
to d e c l a r e
the ma or
solutions,*but merely an attempt to WBnted
i he can wait his turn; there are
accomplish some concrete im- advisors were in short supply. In plenty of rooms with air
provements. As it currently stands general, the situation of the past
conditioning in New Britain dorwe have five tentative proposals t w 0 t e r m s has been distrubingly
mitories. Five people tell Tina they
unsta
e
which now need your support and
bl want to take on a host, they get
commitment.
However, greater problems their number halved, and take the
The first proposal is to rev up f a c e Prospective or current remaining rooms you had your eyes
informal dorm discussions. Over Psychology majors, and this is the set on.
the past year the R e s i d e n t p a r t o f your memo that puzzles me:
These are little grievances, but
Assistants-in Jones have instituted a You recommend, No Change,
they seem to add up and always
"faculty forum" which involves s D e a n N v e . * h e P r e s e n t c o u r s e
work out to be less than your
booklet shows brackets around all lottery number-of around 300. In
discussions between faculty
students on "issue7of"mutual in" child and social psychology courses. terms of freshmen, I wasn't forterest
above the introductory level; these , tunate to witness the demolition
The second proposal is to are the courses previously taught derby in Jones and Elton last year;
promote the many already existing b y P^fessors Fmk and Baum. ..
I was a freshman in Jackson. This
group independent studies. Many ' T h n s ' t h e n ° i ^ a n S e s f ° r t h e
dormitory would have had as much
departments currently offers in- coming year include not only the damage as the dynamic duo of
the
dependent study course which can «**«*f
temporary faculty
Jones and Elton, but the walls were
be extended to include a group of (equivalent to vacating two full- of sturdier material. It took its
several students studying a field of t U n e P o s l t l o n s >- b u t * e d e l e t t o n o f
beatings though and the upspecial interest, i
two areas of study. Those courses perclassmen and the Resident
^ • - f c - . - i * , : :•'':•;.::•. .:/;• •••.-.-.•::;.•'••. v .•.-.::• . that do remain tojtte$e4;*reg|iarei; Assistant didn't attempt, to stop
' 'The third proposal is to followed by a "TBA," arid the them, as Tina' thinks they will next
reestablish the .' free uuniversity independent study listings do not year.
program which has r e o e n t l y have even this indication,
collapsed. The program involved
On behalf of myself and other
In other words, if Tina thinks
student and faculty taught non- psychology students who may have' she can stop freshmen vandalism
, I ask you to please • by her new plan, she is wrong. Ask
credit courses 6i interest ranging
from auto-mechanics and yoga to Clarify the non-changes for us. any upperclassman who had freshstudy of the legal system and non- Specifically, will either Professor men on their hall, they didn't have
Fink or Professor Baum b e any influence. Most of these
verbal communicatipns.
replaced? Will advanced child and freshmen are experiencing their
•; r 'lThe fourth, idea is to establish; social psychology courses be ofweekly current point discussions fered? Finally, as one student who
for students who are interested in is currently making plans for
keeping abreast of the events study at another university, when
occurring in the "outside,world". will' these '.'non-changes" occur?
The fifth proposal that was The efficiency and effectiveness of
. suggested recognized that there is a the psychology department are in*
need for varying journalistic ex- jeopardy, please let the students
pressions that is not held directly who are effected know t h e
accountable to the administration. situation.
We wold like to explore the
Sincerely,
prospects of developing an unEileen L, Kern,'81
derground newspaper. '

Psych Dept.

cont. from p. 9

Atmospheric Efforts

first year away from home and have •
to get things out of their system. •
And if Tina Dow goes through with
her freshmen plan, I'd like to see
her face when all these freshmen
this year with their high priority
numbers get back into their old
haunts and finish the job they left
undone last year.
The first bill for broken windows walls, and exit signs will teach
her a lesson. I just wish she would
have enough common sense to
realize the folly of her "great plan."
And as for the "medical excuses,"
Tina is being used and we are
getting abused. My congratulations
to those poor medical cases who
need air conditioning for their
allergies; I hope they live comfortably in their selected rooms.
And I hope the person with excessive gas has some whiff of
success in getting a High Rise suite
the facts. Leave the freshmen
where they are; don't deny us our
rooms. And please, Tina, use a
little more discrepancy when a
student comes strolling into your
office with a doctor's excuse in
hand,
DENIED

To the editor:
Dear Sir:
I had expected differently.
The organizers of the recent
rally in protest of ~ the ad-; Instead, I was quite pleased with
ministration's planned housing the outcome of the first meeting
"experiment" have presented their concerning women in fraternities
tempest-in-a-teapot demonstration held this Monday at Pike.
as a resurgence of student activism
Some fraternities may never
on campus. Nothing could be more
alter their acceptance practices;
ludicrous. It is highly unlikely that
however, those present opened up
these self-proclaimed altruists are
an avenue of communication and
motivated by concern for incoming
possibility of change. Hopefully,
freshmen (who "need" the commore such steps, will be taken
munal life o£ an all freshman
toward the day wrteift-'tratenvity will
dorm). Rather, the protest seems to
connotate the brotherhood of
be motivated by the fear of "juniors
people—not just men.
in Jones", by the fear that an incoming student will get a room
The fraternities represented
"too good for Mm." Wednesday's which included AD, St. A's, Deke
rally, so reminiscent of the sixties and especially Pike should be
(complete with bullhorn and acknowledged for their willingness
mindless houts of Ti-na! Ti-na! Ti- to face this issue.
na!) was nothing more than an
,
Tracy Newman,'81
exercise in elitism.

Housing

PIZZA
Come in and Eat in our
NEWLY EXPANDED Dining Room!

PHONE B47-O263

TRINITy; PACKAGE STORE
CHOICE WINES & LIQUORS

,

219 NEW BRITAIN AVE.ijij
. HARTFORD. CONN.$
{corner Henry St. next to Corner 'rip) :jij

PROP.

(

.

Call when you
leave - it will
be ready upon
arrrival

T o the

Tipod:
Tripod:
Tina Dow's housing program
needs to be revised, She is denying
the
Present students the rooms:
they look forward to by dispersing the freshmen. If it isn't
enough to be denied the housing in
High Rise, Jarvis, etc., because she
wants
to prevent freshmen vanaal
i s m . she frustrates rising
sophomores and juniors by giving
111 Crescent St. to medical cases
. The meeting will be held in the a n d h o s t ^mPs w h o t h w a r i * h e
Alumni Lounge upstafrs in Mather P e o P l e w h o a r e ° « t h e meal plan
at 4:15, be there please.
from
enjoying. better rooms than
:'
216 and 194 New Britain.
'
I'm not being inconsiderate
Concerned Trinity Students • ^ ^ i n s e n s itive when I speak of the
i^SftS^SSS^WSy:;^^

J O H N W< DUllKA,

Fraternities

Teapot Tempest

Delicious
Pizza and Hot
Oven Grinders

Several students and faculty
' have already!'communicated their
interest in * enhancing ! the in' tellectual communityiat Trinity,
•and offered their support. If any of
these above proposals interest you
and you would likij more information, or you |have other
iconcrete proposals please drop us a
'note in P.O; Box 1497; or come to
ihe next meeting of Wednesday,
the second.
:

It is disturbing to note that the
housing rally drew a crowd of
nearly 400 students—many more
than have ever attended a protest
of on campus racism and sexism, a
J.P. Stevens Boycott meeting or
Amnesty International lecture.
Apparently, many Trinity students
are willing to band together to
protest a threat to their privileges
and are quick to change slogans
decrying the "injustice" of Tina
Dow's housing arrangements, while
these same students are reluctant
to recognize and protest against
concrete social injustices either on
campus or off. Clearly, the
comparison of the recent housing
furor with sixties activism is
ludicrous.
Wednesday's
"demonstration" was an asinine
display of selfishness by overprivileged clowns.
Signed,
Ted Emery'79
Pat Wilbur'82
Suzanne Blancaflor'80
:
Benjamin Abelow'81
AldrichWright'79
Gail Adams'79
Bruce Kay'79

Phone

Richard Staton

247-0234

prop.

•

Across from South Campus
287 New Britain Avenue
1
Hartford

!
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OK, WAKE UP...
MIDNIGHT SNACK
TIME!

BALONEY SANDWICH!

LEMME ALONE...
WAS JUST ABOUT
TO MEET THIS
DYNAMITE CHOCOLATE
MOUSSE...

SOMEBODY

SET THIS SNACK J

LETTS 6 0 . .
WHAT'RE WE
WAITING FOR.".

WHY PO yOU THINK
THEY CALL 'EM
WATCH THE TASTEBUDS (IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS) ON "SATURDAY NlGHT L l V E f

KING OF BEERS*
ANHEUSER-BUSCH, INC. • ST. LOUIS

<**

of the Arts at Columbia University.
In addition to his lecture, Mr.
Weaver will conduct an informal
workshop on the problems of
translating opera. Those interested
in attending the workshop should
contact Professor Katz of the
Department of Modern Languages
and Literatures.
Both events are free and open
to the public. They are sponsored
by the program of Comparative
Literature and the Barbieri Center.

Pipes Concert
This Saturday evening, May
5th, in the Washington Room at
SPM the Trinity Pipes will present
their annual Spring Concert
"Buttondown Sounds". The Pipes
are Chris Hillyer, Andy Store*., Pat
Latorre, Tom Johnson, Nick Noble,
Madison Riley, Eleanor Wenner,
Deanna Lund, and Margy Evans.
Opening act for the show will be
"Buckwheat" featuring Paul
Loether '75, a former Pipe.

Attention Sensors

Please submit your nominations
for the Class of 1979 Secretary.
The Class Secretary serves as the
principal link between you and the
College. Some of the responsibilities are helping to provide and
writing Class notes for the "Trinity
Reporter," correspondence with
members of the Class, helping to
arrange Class dinners and
reunions, and maintaining close
contact with the College. Send
your nominations to the Alumni
Information on summer study Office, 79 Veraon St., or call EXT.
programs is available from Mrs. 214 or 215 by May 9th.
Shirley in the Office of Educational
Award Winning Translator to Services. Also available in the
Reading Room of the Office of
speak at Trinity.
Shakespeare and Italian Opera Educational Services of "Summer
The annual Honors Day
National Book award for Tran- Study Abroad", a publication of ceremony will be held at 1. ;20 p.m.
slation recipient, William Weaver, the. Institute of International on Wednesday, 16 May. this is a
will speak on "Guglielmo Education. This publication lists day when many prizes and other
Shakespeare, the great Italian hundreds of programs throughout awards are presented to the student
librettist," on Tuesday, May 1,4:00 the world. Students should check body by various departments. Most
with Dean Winslow on the of the prizes are described on page
pvm. Wean Lounge.
Mr. Weaver is currently with acceptability of credit for any 224ff of the Catalogue. Students
the Writing Division of the School specific program.
interested in any awards should
contact appropriate department or •
faculty members that are indicated.

Summer Study

Translator to Speak

Honors Day

Do You Wear

GLASSES ?
Here's an effective new eye-exercise program that can
produce astonishing results in a very short time. . .
Aldous Huxley—Nobel Author
"My vision was getting steadily worse,
even with greatly strengthened glasses.
To my dismay I realized I was going
blind. On thi> mivice of my Doctor I
decided to try the Hates Method. There
was an imnu>di;iu- improvement, After
only 2 inonLht 1 was able to read clearly
without glasses. Better still, the cataract
which had covered part of one eye for
over 16 years was beginning toclear up,"

The .Bettervision Eye Clinic is
now offering a r
: of eyeexercises that c;
••' correct
most cases of poor ej ^ht—so

that glosses or conta t lenses
are no longer needed. 'iginally

developed by Dr. V, illiai i. Bates
of the New York Eye Hospital, this
• method has been widely used by Ihe
Armed Forces, schools, clinics, and
thousands of private individuals, for
the treatment of:

Rev. Frederick A. Milos, M.S.
"By following the simple exercises given
in this program, 1 have completely
recovered my vision. Now 1 can read for
long periods without my glasses."

•
nearsightedness
• farsightedness
9 astigmatism
• middle-age sight

Rom Moore—Technician
, '.'I originally went to the Clinic to deliver
some equipment—and ended up trying
their eye-exercise program, 1 am nearsighted, and have worn glasses for 16
yrs. In just 3 • weeks after starting
the 'program, my eyesight has already
improved to the point whore I can now
drive, do business, and watch T.V.—all
without my glasses!"
utriittie mitKb

For ninny years it was thought that
poor eyesight was just bad Tuck, or
BomethhiKyou inherit from your porenta.
Scientists now know thai, most eyesight
problem's arc caused' liy accumulated
stress and tension—which .squeeze the
eyehHll out of shape, and'affect the
muscles thnt do the focusing. The result
ia the eye ennnot form a cloar image, nnd
the world appears to be blurry. In people
over 40, the natural airini; process is also
an important factor.
No matter what
your eyesight problem

the Bates Method can help you.
This is a health care program,
and will benefit

Tne cHiaijr BUWIM

LENS | cwliri the iKunint
wmti of tht km. -

everyone who lollows il—
children, adults, and seniors.

It is important to understand that
glasses do not cure a visual problem.
They are simply a compensating device
—like crutches. In fact, glasses usually
make the condition worse. Because they
make the yes weak and lazy, a minor .
problem < : ten develops into a lifetime of
wearing glasses.
J
:'
The I ..its Method correct* poor ' This program has-been specially
eyesight by strengthening the eye- designed for the individual to exercise
muscles and relaxing the eyeball. You do at home. Written irvsimplenontechnicat
simple easy exercises that increase your language, it gives you all the guidance
focusing power, eliminate eyes train, and you need to regain natural healthy vision
.bring your eyesight bock to normal.
in just •> hour aday:. illustrated booklet,
complete aiep-bv-jtep instructions, plus
Because the Bates Method deals with special.charts and displays to ensure
the basic cause of your eyesight you make rapid progress. The program
problem, you can expect to *ce a definite is fully guaranteed and there's nothing
improvement in as little as 1 or 2 weeks. more to buy.
Even if you have worn glasses all your
life—things will became clearer snd
By following thl* program, you tulll
clearer, and you will have flashes of good
vision. . as you go through the program, soon be able to *«e clearly without
these flashes become longer and more glasses. It's up to you. Ordering the
frequent . gradually blending into Bates Method can be one of the best
permanent better sight—at which point decisions you ever made. So do it now—
befpre'-you get sidetracked and forget.
the exercises are no longer necossnry.
Fill out the order coupon, attach your
check
for S9.9f> plus SI for postage'and
We usually find that people whose
eyesight is not too bad can return to handling, and mail it to us today!
20/20 vision in about a month. Even if
your eyesight is reully poor, within 2
If you hare any questions regarding
this program, please call us at
to 3 months you should be able to put
(415) 763-6699. Our qualified
away your glasses, once and for all. Head
operator
will be glad la help you.
these ruse histories;

The Bates Method can mark a turning point in your lifebetter eyesight without glasses or contact lenses. The
program is guaranteed. Try it for 30 days, and if you're
not fully satisfied, return it for an immediate refund.
PLt ASE IW/V7

Bettervision Eye Clinic
Pacific Building,
16th & Jefferson,
Oakland, CA 94612
Allow 1 ID 2 wKks lot « ! , » • ;
CA residents must add tS>

'

ADDRESS.
'CIH.
STATE

ZIP-

Barbgen Center
Applications to participate in
the Fall 1979 Program of the
Barbieri Center/ Rome Campus
may still be submitted and are
available in the office of
Educationa.1. Services (Dean
Winslow).

Aid students, CWS eligibility is
probable; for on campus jobs until
the end of the, summer, off-campus
The following general in- starting July 1st.
formational meetings will be held
in Alumni Lounge on the dates and
at the hours indicated:
Thursday, 3 May, 1:30 p.m.
Tuesday, 15 May, 11:00 a.m.
If you have any sailing exStudents are invited to come to any perience and would be interested
meeting to receive information for in crusing the Caribbean for shrort
the first time or to ask further periods of time next year, you are
questions of Dean Winslow invited to attend a meeting on
concerning study away from Thursday, May 3, at 8:00 p.m. in
Trinity.
the Alumni Lounge. If you are
unable to attend contact Gary at
246-1441 or Box 323.

Study Away

Attention Sailors

Summer Employment

Students interested in summer
employment should contact Mrs.
Irene Rodrigues, SAssistant
Director of Financial Aid at
Ext.
467; by April
30.
Applications weill be available at
the Financial Aid Office. On
campus jobs include positions.with
Summerstage, Development, and
Upward Bound. Off campus jobs
are also available. For example,
positions as camp counselors are
available at many state summer
camps, such as Connecticut Trails
Council of Girl Scounts and
Ramapo Anchorage Camp, New
York. Counseling Work is also
available at the Children's Hospital
Medical
Center,
Boston,
Massachusetts and at Hofstra
Universty, Hempstead, New York.
For those who are Financial

International Picnic
Just a little reminder to keep
Saturday May 5 open on your
calendar.
If you enjoy scrumptiouslytasting food and good music, you
are all welcome to come and have.a
nice day on the Main Quad. We
will begin serving food at 12:00
noon; while the Folk Society will
present a folk music concert and
square dance throughout the
afternoon.
All you have to do is bring
yourself, a big appetite, your
hunger for a lot of fun, some cash,
and unchecked meal ticket (if you
have one) and your friends with
whom to enjoy that afternoon.

More Sports
Hamilton Leads Men's JV Lax ToVictory
By Ward Classen
Trinity's JV Lacrosse team
boosted its record this past
Tuesday as they overturned Coate,
10-7. High scorer George Hamilton
played the game of his life, picking
up six goals. Midfielder Ben Baron,

breaking his scoring drought,
added two more, with Jim Samsel
and Jamie Birmingham each
contributing one.
The game was dominated by
the defense. The starting defense of
Chris Leary, John Brady, and John

JV Tennis Falls To Williams
The JV Tennis team lost a hardfought match to Williams last
Tuesday by he bizarre score of 6V42%. The reason for the split of the
fins! point was that' a doubles
match was called on account of
darkness.
Paul Kitaf had a good day
despite the team's loss. He won his
singles match in three sets,
sneaking over by one point in the
tie breaker to win the last set, 7-6.

Kitaj and partner Rick Wang
were semi-victors in their doubles
match, fighting to a 6-2, 2-6 split
before the game was finally called.
The only other winner for the
; JVBants was,first, singles player
Kevin- Hall, who took his Ephman
Opponent in straight sents.
The match with Westminster is
May 2, at HOME. The JVs also
have another home match, vs.
Wesleyan, on Saturday.

Wmm's JV Lacrosse Take Two
Trinity 1 * Women's Junior
Varsity Lacrosse Team outscored
their opponents 24-9 this week, and
triumphed twice to up their
season's record to 5-1. ' >
Against Smith Carol Passarelli
had four goals and Shiela Newberry
collected a hat trick to lead the JV
Bantams to a 13-7 win. Ro Spier set
up the scorers with some good
passes and tallied twice herself.

Mellissa Gagan and Lisa Donahue
also scored, as did Terry Samdperil, from her defensive position.
Parsons Witbeck and Kate
Parker played outstanding games,
and Lisa Halle made 10 saves.
Balanced scoring, including hat
tricks by Newberry, Donahue, and
Passarelli, and two goals from Nina
McNeely, led the JVs to an 11 -2 win
over Amherst under soggy conditions later in the week.

Josel made an impressive showing
as they stopped many scoring
threats. Brady, in typical fashion,
demonstrated his versality as he
also led the team in clears and even
helped set up scoring opportunities. The outstanding play
of freshmaii sensation Gregg
Caserta kept Trinity aheai" is he
stopped many of the
hoate
scorers. Caserta also supplied the
team with the psycholigical lift they
needed as he bear hugged a C hoate
attackman who had gotten between himslef and the goal on a fast
break.
Craig Vought, Bill Holden.
Dave Mueller, and Mike Tucci all
turned in fine performances at
defencisve midemidfield, keeping
Choate from getting off the good
s h o t s .

',.'.''_' .' ••.••'• ... •''.''.

. •..

The: 3-% stickmen finish out
their season with their final
home game vs. UHart pri WedneJ.day.

•• ' •' .'•

' '•
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JV Basketball
Strong At 5-1

The JV Baseball Bants
triumphed twice this past week to
up their record to 74. On Monday they took on
Wesleyan and slugged their way to
a 16-4 win. John-Meanev wertt five
for Trinity, and Bob Swift provided
two fine innings of relief.
Deniis Gillooly and Rob
Berthasavage were the big bats for
Automotive exhaust Systems. the Bantams (though everydoby's
The companies will provide race T- bat was booming that day) and
shirts for all runners and have set within the week* they were called
up a list of over 60 prizes for those up to Varsity service.
competing in the race. First prize is
On Tuesday Nelson Toner went
a color TV.
the distance to take the win in a
The Jimmy Fund supports close, exciting.6-3 decison over
cancer resaearch and the treatment Central Connecticut. Central
of children with cancer at the made an abudnace of errors, giving
Sidney Farber Cancer Institute in Trinity numerous scoring opBoston, for information, contact portunities. Jim Dod had a big hit
Nick Noble at 249-6065 or Box 1898. knocking in two runs.
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"Acme Merii-thon" ForJimmy Fund
The first annual Acme MeritThon, a 10,000 meter road race
benefiting the Jimmy Fund is
scheduled to be run June 10 in
Glastonbury.
More than 1,000 runners are
expected to participate in thet
AAU-sanctioned event, running in
five classes from juniors to grand
masters.
The race is sponsored by Acme
Auto
Supply
and
Merit
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Men's Varsity Lacrosse Sweeps Three Straight
was halted quickly by die roving
Bantam midis. Tom Davidson,
Rusty Nisbet, Tom Melly, and
David Hudson performed admirably, especially on man-down
duty.
Brown proved that he can score
too, as he, Bob Plumb, and
Growney all tallied a minute apart
to give the Bants the insurance
they needed to take home the win.
Scott Growney was the leading goal
scorer on the day with 4, while
Plumb followed with 3. Brown was
game high scorer though, as he did
his part with 2 goals and 6 assists.

cont. from p. 16
effort payed off in both cases, as
they scored 7 goals while holding
the Cardinals to a lone tally in the
second half, culminating in an
exhilirating 14-10 victory.
Randy Smouse, Growney, and
Carey all scored in the third to tie
things at 10. Strong play by
defensemen Matt; Smith (who
picked up an assist on Smouse's
goal), Bill Milter, and Bob Shaw
were most of the reason that goalie
Peter Lawson-Johnston had to
come up with only 9 saves in the
second half. L-J didhave a total of
21 on the day;
The winning goal came at 8:25
. of (the fourth period, after a
Promising rookie Ted Austin gets off a pass vs. Westfield State. defensive standoff for the first part
of the quarter. Tom Chase tallied
photo by Charles Rosenlield
the winner, his first of the year,
from Mr. Assist, Clint Brown, to
put the Bants ahead to stay. Every
move the Cardinals made upfield

Baseball Drops Three
By Nick Noble

When the smoke had
cleared,
Trinity was behind 3-0, and Kevin
Doyle was perched on the mound
for the Bantams.
The Cardinals got two more in
the second, and their five-sip lead
looked tough, but back-to-back
doubles by Gillooly and Almquist,
and an RBI single by rookie
Ron Berthasavage put Trinity
within reach at 5-2 in the fourth.

How can a team blow a 5-2 lead
in just two-thirds of an inning? How
can a team score thirteen runs in a
double header and come up emgty
handed? How? Why? Somewhere
out there in the vast infinite the
three Norn sisters weave their rope
of fate, and somewhere along that
coil of destiny there is a knot that
The horrifying inning, however,
stands for "no way Bantam was the fifth. With two out and
. Baseball".
no runs in Joe LoRusso committed
This past week typified the his first error of the season, on a
frustration and the humiliation that grounder between first and second,
ta» plagued the Trinity Baseball where, h,js throw to Doyle covering*
team in recent seasons.
the bag was wide. The five runs
First there was WPI. Bill Lynch that followed were unearned, and
pitched a good game. Still not in the day was lost to Trinity.
Bobby Ahnquist and Peter
top form, he went eight innings by
pulling himself out of his own jams, Martin led Trinity with three hits
and gave up only two earned runs. apiece. Martin also clocked a sole
Trinity was leading 5-2 going into home run in the last frame to
the ninth, and when a tired Lynch trigger a four-run Bantam rally that
walked the first two batters he fell short. Ahnquist had three RBI,
{aced, freshman Kevin Doyle came and Gillooly again nabbed a pair of
'
.
in to relieve. Doyle walked the next safetys.
batter up to load the bases. Then
In game two, the Cardinals
he nabbed a crucial strikeout on went ahead early on six runs in the
Worcester's number two hitter. His second inning, and catch-up
next pitch was good for a base hit Baseball is not the Bantams' forte.
by Worcester's third batter,"two The hitting of Gillooly and Len •,
runs scoring, and Doyle'waS gone. •>^Lortie stook out..on the day. The
Nursing a very slim lead, John) late inning fata typified the tone of
Valencia K'd' the W P I ' cleanup* Trinity's (long afternoon.
hitter, but the next man up hit the
Bob Almquist now leads the
bull' hard, ttferfeby' thrashing , Bantam > regulars with a «444
Trinity's' hopes for jjobd. "
average1, and-provides the spark for '
1
Rookie' third baseman Dennis. Trinity, Strong showings from
1
Gillooly, in his Varsity debut, was yearling perfrir'mers Gillooly. '(,600 •.
good for two hits and, two "RBI to in 3 games);' Berthasavage, and
re-awaken along dofmanit Bantam Alan Messier ^bode well'for thebatting barrage! ' C i p t a i n | o e clos&of the campaign. Len Lortie
LoRusso 'and Bob Ahnquist'*&so fielded well'and hit with authority
collected two hits, both of Rudy's throughout the twin bill, and Paul
emerged from his slump.,
for extra bases,h ''"' i
'*• ..Piesssak
,•
Oh Spring Weekend Trinity But Joe LoRusso suffered the two
traveled to Miadlefown to face roughest games of his Trinity
the Wesleyan Cardinals in a career, and without his important
double-header, and they dropped stick the rallies just couldn't!keep
both ends of the twin bill 12-7 and going. Still, Rudy began to hit the
ball hard at the end of game two,
8-6.
The first inning of game one and is too good a player to stay
a nightmare for Mike Goss. entrenched in a slump for long.

Golfers Dump Lord Jeffs
his fine play to special cotton rain
gloves and his accuracy off the tee
on the ultra-tight Farmington
Woods track.
David Koeppel, Doug Mackay,
John Flynn, and Chuck Raymer
also contributed fine rounds to
complete the scoring for the
Bantams.
Elsewhere in Golf news:
Trinity, coming off a top-half finish
in the New Englands after a dismal
first day, will once again send their
OCaaea, wfeo did mt have a top five players to the UHart Inl Monday.
during tb» mmA,

Ted Coia's battling Bantams,
fighting off an early season slump,
finally played up to par and
soundly thrashed the Lord Jeffs of
Amherst last Thursday at the
Farmington Woods Country Club.
John aConnell, the rookie
phenom of last season heretofore
wallowing in the mire of a brutal
sophomore jinx, broke out of his
doldrums with a brilliant 81 in nearhurricane conditions,

Tom McGowan played a strong
game at mid-field, as did Tom
Chase. Doug Bennett (2 assists)
proved himself to be one of the
most consistently smart players on
the field at all times.
'
Bob Plumb notched seven goals
on 10 shots to spark the Bants to a
12-7 decision over New Haven in a
tough, penalty-filled game on

Saturday. Pete Laiwson-Johnstoa
had a fine day, coming up with 20
saves, 10 in the first quarter. Doug
Bennett picked up two goals to add
to his season total of 6, while Greg
Carey finished out his 9-goal week
with two also. Tom Chase scored
his second in two games, a right-on
fire t from the top , of the box.
Assists were contributed by
GroVvney (3), McGojvan (2), Steve
Popkin, Peter Dundan, and Clint
Brown.
' In general, it was a well played
game on the part of the Bantams.
Up 6-4 at the half, they survived a
two-goal tying thrust in the third
period and continued their scoring
ways, running away with the
contest. Plumb had a field day, as
he scored from ^everywhere he
could get a shot.
The hot Bantams are looking to
continue their winning streak in
one away game, Tuesday vs.
Springfield, and one home game,
the rescheduled Tufts tussle on
Friday.

Men's Track Impressive Against Eastern
cont. from p. 14
appeared that the Warriors might
pull off an incredible upset. Bob
Rassmussen opened.for the Blue
and Gold, and handed off to Walter
("I'm tired") Champion two
seconds behind the EConn leader.
Champ woke up for his leg and
maintained the margin with a 53.1,
his fastest split in four years., (He
was tired?) When John Brennan
took the baton for the third quarter,
Bantam hopes were not high. The,
sophomore had ' run -seconds in
the hurdles (18.9, 59.8) with a
bunch of broken toes, and it was
hoped he could hold on before
. anchorman Bob Reading took over,
But to the surprise and elation
of the Hartfordians; Brennan

steadily gained on the backstretch team. Dave Smith enjoyed personal
and exploded past his opponent at records in the long jump (10-1 Vi)
the far turn to give Trinity a 15 yard and triple jump (40-8), each good
lead
' - J -with"
- - - - «his
• - 52.1
*»-• •leg.
' Bob
"'••" for second. Jim Callahan won the
Reading, having already won the highjump, and in the distances,
quarter in a season best 52.2, I John Sandman had ft 4:29.5 second
wrapped up the race and the meet in the mile and Alex Magoun won
in 52.6, giving the relay quartet a the three-mile.
season best 3:33.1 and the happy
Many of the EConn Warriors
Bantams an 81-71 victory,
will be gone by next year, and with
Jeff Mather, in returning to his them, Informal track and field at
high ischool roots, again . led the EConn may be gone as well, cut
Blue and Gold with another per- (because of expenses? Surely you
sonal best in the hammer at 154-1. jest!) by their athletip director. But
That was good for second, and even if Me Bantams do not see the
throws of 44-2 in the shot and ever-aspiring Warriors next year,
144-JO in the discus took first in team members will not soon forget
each event.
;
the opponents that give them the
Uko Udodohg led a ; Trinity most exciting meet of the last two
sweep of the 100, a 1-3 finish in the seasons.
220, and the winning 44,9 440 relay

Hitters Hi

Season

reach the plate unscathjed with from center field to the plate, to
Trinity's third run of the contest.
nail a runner attempting to scojre.
Minnie' Mahoney then proved Peerless Polly's arm is beginning
her mettle, pitching with deter- to show some of the strength it
mination and intelligence to hold hinted at during pre-season. In left
.Smith to one lone run over the next field Ellen Grossman made a pretty
two frames, while Trinity amassed play on a deep it ball in the final
seven runs in the fourth to put the frame, snuffing Smith's hopes far
, ,
• ,
'.
game out of reach. Trinity collected good,
three hits and Smith tna§e three
Polly Lavery was the batting
errors in that debacle of an inning, star, going four-for-six with foiir
. There were a,number of fielding RBI andi three runs scored.
highlights on the day. "Fire-topped McKenzie, Kunin, Sarah Parran,
Janv Kunin displayed her powerful and Tracy Partridge each had two
throwing arm, nailing a pair of base hits to power the Bantams' thirteen
runners. On ther secpnd throw, hit attack. The team .is batting .360.
McKenzie took Kunin's .toss at
third, and laid the, glove right,
between the eyes of' the base
runner indulging in a head first
Several Trinity athletes particislide. The Smith third base coach pated in the Connecticut College
got slightly foul-mouthed and Inyitational Judo Tournament this
indignant over that incident, but past Sunday.
the Bantams just took that type of
Henry Strom garnered a first
hard-nosed, heads-up play in place at the 132 lb. weight class •
stride.
the white belt competition. Stri
also participated in Black I
Kunin also was on the receiving .competition.
end of a dynamite Lavery bullet
Kathy Paine triumphed in •
:
weight division, while Dan Br,
shaw finished second at 189 lbs.
Carmen Palladino of Trinit
Athletic Department achic.
second place in the 209
competition, completing a succf
ful round of individual tournam
play.
To end the tournament the
was a 3-man team tourney, featu
ing five teams, In its first inle
collegiate Judo competition t
Blue and Gold finished a str»
second as a team. Dan Bradshacoming off a hard day's rowing o
<
;
,'#!*SS^%r 5SSft^\*W.",> *vML.._
.
-,--.
Saturday, was a standout in thPtil.'v Lavcrv lav* down a memorable bant against Smith.
Field.
l
1

cont. from p. 16
Lineups were exchanged, ground!
rules delineated, and then the
game beganvjn earnest, ;•
Trinity staged a mild threat in
the top 6f the first. Carol McKenzie
singled shaqply,1 and -advanced to
sedpiid on a wild pitch; A base hijt
by Polly LaVery hinted at a scoring
rally, but that hope never matejrialized, as the runners wer^
• stran'ded. '; •', V"'1
' '
»*
Mahoney was pitching well.
Groiind balls were all she gave up',
though i a cbuplcf of them" shuck
through for'base hits, and one1 was
muffed for.an error;:so at the end of
twbjSmith led 2-;!, both their runs
unearned-The Bantams had scored
whdn Sarah Parran singled an&
came home Ian Jenny Olshan's
ground ball in the top of frame two.
Trinity scored twice again in
the | third. McKenzie rapped her
second hit of the game, stole
second, and scored on Polly
Lavery's RBI double. A succession
of Smith slip-ups allowed Lavery to

"

'

Trin Judo

-- -rNickNabit

Women's Track Takes Two Out Of Three
Trinity Women's Track had a
busy and exciting week. They
started it off on Tuesday hosting a
tri-meet against Wesleyan and
Smith. The final outcome was
Wesleyan 72, Trinity 51, and Smith
25. Despite the loss to Wesleyan
there was an excellent display of
talent by the female Bantams.
The highlight of the meet was
the 880 run, as freshman sensation
Kathy Schlein, with a tremendous
effort, edged out a phenomenal
Wesleyan competitor. Schlein's
time, 2:23.9, qualified her for the
New England Championships to be
held on May 6 at Springfield
College. Sue Levin finished strong,
taking third.

Julie Behrens and Claudia
Piper took 2nd and 3rd, respectively in the 220. The same duo
captured 2nd and 4th in the 100
meter sprints. Lanier Drew took
third in the mile behind two quick
Cardinals, and Finished second in
the two mile with a time of 11:55,
qulaifying her for the New
Englands. Sophomore Co-Captain
Anne Montgomery hurdled to
second in both the intermediate
and high hurdles.
In the field events Montgomery
took second in the high jump. She
will be competing at the New
Englands in this event. Piper
captured second in the long jump.
Junior Co-Captain Mary Lee Sole,
Sue Levin, and Leslie Petch once
again dominated in the javelin

Mary Lee Sole led the Bantams in both the shot and the javelin
against Wesleyan.
photo by Dave carviii

event. Sole and Kim Dymsza
placed 2nd and 4th in the shot and
discus respectively.
On Saturday, Trinity's Women
Tracksters travelled to Eastern on a
separate bus from the men (to
avoid having weak legs, according
to Coach Jane Millspaugh). The
tough Trinity speedsters defeated
the amazon-like Easterners (who
had previously boasted an 11-0
record).
The relays proved to be the
crucial factor in the Trinity triumph. The 4 x 100 relay consisting of Behrens, Levin, Piper, and
Schlein obliterated Eastern's undefeated unit, setting the pace for
the meet. Lanier Drew and Bailey
Johnston, the Southern distance
duo, took 1st and 3rd respectively
in both of the distance events (mile
and 2 mile). In the middle distances
(440 yd. down), Diane Beitz and
Peggy Wass nabbed first and third
for the Trinity team. The dynamic
duo of Kathy Schlein and Sue Levin
ran away with 1st and 2nd in the
880 yd. run. Anne Montgomery
dominated the hurdling events,
taking 1st in both of them. Behrens
and Piper finished second and third
in the 100 and 220 to pull the Bants,
through a tight spot. In the field
events, Anne Montgomery tied for
first with a giant jumper from
Eastern while Claudia Piper long
jumped to a second place. Kim
Dymsza put the shot in second
place for the women. Once again,
the faithful hurlers Sue Levin and
Leslie Petch threw for a 2nd- and
3rd respectively in the javelin
event. Going into the last relay, the
Bantams were trailing 60-62. The
mile relay would decide it all. The
combined efforts of Beltz, Levin,
Montgomery, and Schlein, cheered
on at every turn by their teammates, blew the Eastern women off
the track and added five points to
their score, making the final result
Trinity 65, Eastern 62.
.

Claudia Piper captured second in the Iong jump twice on the week.

Trackmen Go 1-1 On Week
By Alex Magoun
86-62 may not seem to be a
close score in any sport, but for the
men's track and field team last
Tuesday, that result would suffice
against visiting Wesleyan. For
various reason, the Bantams have
now lost eight of their top ten point
scorers of 1978, and thus the
Cardinals were expected to improve upon last year's 20-point
margin.
Thanks to Jeff Mather, Trinity's
downfall did not come quickly. The
well-tanned junior (God, what's he

victors.
Trinity enjoyed two personal
bests that came about in dramatic
fashion. John Sandman trailed
second place opponent Doug
Mitphell by up to thirty yards in
the mile run before the last 220.
The senior's blazing kick ("I guess
I had something left") pushed him
to a 4:28.8, his fastest outdoor tim
by three seconds, and the fastest
Bantam mile in eight years.
Alex Magoun paired up with
former high school teammate Ed
Suslovic to duel for second in the
three-mile Despite not having

Oarswomen Extend Streak To Four
By Debbie Davis
The Varsity Women's crew won
another one on Saturday, defeating
last year's Vail champs, Wesleyan,
and powerhouse .Connecticut
College.
Despite comments like, "You
all looked great!", the crew is
trying to save their ecstatic htgh.for
after training, and for after the
Vail. The victory was just one more
step, and the Lady Bants took it in
style. Trinity had beaten Holyoke
by 8.6 seconds; Conn. College beat
them by 9 seconds. Were they
aervous? Confident, mostly. Well,
maybe just a little nervous. The'

Novice boat had just lost to both
crews. They rowed a fine race;
Conn. College and Wesleyan were
just plain faster. Second chances
come at the Vail.
The Varsity decided to get
reveageforthe Novices right away.
At the start, Trinity pulled aliead of
"Westeyan, but were still even with
Conn, they-settled, slammed the
legs down and_ pulled away bit by
bit. At the halfway mark, it was
Trinity by over a length. The
strength '' didn't fade, and the
concentration
was
amazing
throughout the race. The finish line

came quickly, but for Connecticut
it came six seconds later.
. The crew was extremelypleased
with the victory. They learned what
it's like to be pushed from the very
start, to mentally and physically
give "the all." Everyone was
exhausted,; but exhaustion never
felt so good. The Novices also
should be congratulated.
The next race is against Marist
and Ithaca. It won't be on home
water, bu tthe boat will float no
matter whose water it is. And the
race after that? The Dad Vail.
. We'll see what happens,

Mark Padden leaps for the Banlams.
photi ' v ' h.irli

- vm,,,£t

The Women's Varsity Eight is undefeated so far this season. They are: Debbie Davis, Llbby Kilbourn,
Sue Proctor, Koosfae Adib-Samli, Ann© Fielding, Julie Eckhwdt, Caroline Sadler, and DeDe Look,
with Andrea Scully coxswain. 'Not pictured are Liz Kelly and Cindy Higglns.

going to be like when, .he'sfull-grown?) won the three weight
events decisively, scoring personal
bests in: the hammer and shot, and
•breaking a.15-year old lessee 1 Field
record-in the discus. After slinging
the hammer 148-11, and putting
the shot 45-2, Mather admittedr*"'!
feel good,'' and then spun . his
favorite weight 156 feet, snapping
Benny Tfibken's record by - three
feet, five inches.
The Blue and Gold 440 relay
team won 45.2 to 45.9, and
combined with Dave Smith's winning long jump, Trinity had its
biggest lead of the day at 21-11.
While Chip McKeehan later
took second in the javelin with a
season best 189-2 throw and novice
Jim Callahan won the high jump at
5-10, the meet went downhill soon
afterwards. The Cardinals flew to
first at varying speeds in the other
-eight races,-led by three double

u s r n l i i 1(1

practiced the previous
Magoun took the red-f<i<.ed Cardinal through splits ot 4 51 and 9-54
before.losine him in the- fnul mile
en-route, to a .personal best 15:02,
two seconds off Sandman's school
•record.-;', ;
•
"'
The meet, ended with that,
event, for both- teams agreed
runing the mile relay was secon
dary to dinner.

•

• •..:• • , •

At Eastern Connecticut, however, the mile relay was all too
necessary. The Bantams had won
this meet 113-41 last year; but
EConn's small yet talented and
highly enthusiastic group of ath' e t e s had put ihem only five points
behind the visitors going into the
rela
y- A win in the event exempli?ief> the greatest capcity for drama
in
track and field,
For the first half mile, it
. .

• .conk.W?P"-r

_ ' " • ? . .

More Sports
behind a crisp passing game and a
By Nick Noble
potent scoring punch that the
There is no other game like opposition simply could not
Lacrosse for Women. The contain.
boundaries are infinite, allowing
On Tuesday the Bantams
for a brand of wide-open play that travelled to Smith, nursing a 3-1-1
is both thrilling and fascinating to record and coming off a superbly
watch. And Trinity's contingent of played win over Mt. Holyoke. The
Varisty Lacrosse women upped resulting game in Northampton
their record to 6-1-1 with a trio of was at times a disappointment.
overwhelming triumphs this week, Although Trinity was the victor by

Blue Division Cream OflSL Crop
With one week of softball left,
the cream of the league is rising to
the top. The course of events in the
next four days will decide who goes
on to the playoffs and who watches
from the sidelines.
The Cunning Linguists are
flying high towards the Pennant.
Recent stars, Frenchman Rowland
and Nicky "Split Up" Votze have
really made up for the horrible
hitting of Dr. Coolie."'The speed
and enthusiasm of "Ding Dong"
Daly and the vacuum-powered
glove of first baseman "Way"
Whalen have helped make the
Linguists the divisional favorites.
The battle for second place is
very tight. The Kings have been
playing great ball behind the

consistent pitching of "Neck"
Childs. The Kings have yet to piay
either the Force ot tne Moons, who
are the other divisional powerhouses.
The normally studious Moons
have been exploding at the plate
lately. Captain Mark Kostelec and
Bob Schwab have been spinning
their compadres on to victories over
opponents like AD.
The Force would have to be
considered the favorite for second
place by virtue of their resounding
victory over the Moons, Jim
Pomeroy has whipped his team into
a disciplined squad of contenders.
Despite two losses, AD is still in
the running with a well-rounded
club that has great depth.

Intramural Softball League Standings
GOLD DIVISION
1. Psi U
2. Nadadores
Uranus
A. Eliminators
.

.

5'. S h o r t

;

BLUE DIVISION

'
"

8-0
8-1
8-1
6-1

1. Cunning Linguists
2. Kings
Moons
4. Force

6-1

5. A-D- -••••••••••••••••-•••

9-0
8-1
8-1
7-1
.'6-2

Psi U Undefeated In Gold Division
The men from Psi U continue to
lead the division with an 8-0 record,
Key wins include an 8-1 victory
over Uranus and a 9-4 verdict Over
Snort. The power-hitting of Rob
Malhame, easy-going Joe Delano,
and Dana Barnard continually
strike fear in their opponent's
alligator shirts
Uranus and the Nadadores are
entrenched in second • place.
Uranus prides itself on their
ronclad defense anchored by Ying,
eith, and Nat Mills. They own a
27-14 lambasting over the EHmihaors. The Nadadores were upsetby
he Eliminators 15-11 in a tennning thriller last Wednesday,
Spirited-Ted Murphy, Paul Rasmussen, Rich Katzman, and the
table John "JC"
stable
JC Chandler lead
he moist attack. The Eliminators
are led by all-division fielder Bill
uby, pitcher Mike KatZi Dave
mith and Paul Romano.

All of the aforementioned teams
are in the thick of the race. With
each •team having at least eight,
games remaining, anything can
happen. Since the four teams are so
dose, luck will probably play a big
role in seeing who gets into the
playoffs.
_
Meanwhile, two other teams in
the division, Snort and the Jackson
Beach Club, deserve mention as
possible upset makers.
/
Quad Dirt:

This season has

givejv^s, a |pt of moments to
remember...The girls, team
Snookums has one of the best
show-up records in the league...
TheCheswicks, when they put it al
together,
cheer the opponents^right
the
field Dave
Dave Pike
Pike of
of the
the
°® t h e field
Jonestown 10 hit a towering shot
onto the roof of Jackson on the LSC
field...Remember-all the games
this week are BIG.

Close Play Highlights
.500 Tennis Week
By Nancy Lucas -.
Two extremely close ^matches
highlighted a 1-1 week for the
Varsity Tennis team, as they
dropped a squeaker to Williams on
Tuesday, only to bounce back and
have the win over Tufts.
The Williams match was called
during the last doubles match,
causing a split of the final point and
a 5'/I-3'/J score. Drew Hastings
and Jamie Brown were victorious in
their singles tussles, while Eric
Matthews and Hastings were the
only winners in the doubles competitions. Many of the matches went
three tiring sets before they tilted
Purple's way.
The Tufts confrontation was
also marked by a number of three
set matches, yet more of them
ended in triumphs rather than

defeats as the Bantams overtook
the Jumbos, 5-4. Hastings and
Brown continued their winning
ways, while Roger Knight arid Tim
Jenkins also added points with
wins. .;•'
But the match that clinched the
win for the Bantam racquets
involved the pair of Matthews and
Hastings. After taking the first set
7-6, their efforts in the second were
to no avail as they ended up in
reverse orderi 6-7. Thanks to some
fine teamwork, the top doubles
team took the final set, 6-4, to give
the Bants the edge they needed.
Trin closes out their season next
week as they meet Wesleyan in a
rescheduled match today, on
home courts. They then travel to
Amherst for this weekend's New
Englands, preceded by a match
with Dartmouth on Thursday.

a resounding 20-4 margin, the
caliber of play was nowhere near
the performance level of their
previous foray in South Hadley. It
was a slow, sloppy game, of the
stop-and-start variety. Trinity's
scoring opportunities happened
more often from Smith mistakes
thah from any great moves by the
Bantams.
Speaking of scoring, it was well
spread out, and there were a few
surprises. Katie Jebb notched her
. first had trick of the season. Carter
Wurts again led the pack with eight
goals, while Dottie Bundy tallied a
quartet. Captain Frances "Spit"
Dobbin had a pair, while on
defense two Lisas, Nolen and
Parker, chalked up one apiece.
In the goal, Anne Madarasz
played well, while the passing of
Ellen Nalle and Sherry Benzel (one
goal of her own) kept Trinity going.
Trinity going.
All other Trinity games were
called off Thursday because of
inclement weather, but that didn't
stop the Women's Lacrosse squad.
Both Varsity and JV braved the
elements to tackle the Lady Jeffs of
Amherst, and the Varsity emerged
vicotrs 14-1.
In the first half the Bantams got
good, solid defense from Lisa
Lorillard, also effective in scooping
up errant ground balls and

passing them up to the attack.
Wurts and Bundy once again led
the scorers with six and four goals
respectively. Both Dobbin and
Benzel proved more than
adequate in passing the damp
sphere, and tallied a trio of markers
between them. Annie Hollingsworth added a goal of her own.
Defenseman Jane Dwight
sparkled throughout the dreary
day. Dogged and determined, she
broke up many an Amherst threat,
and in the second half threaded a
two inch gap between the goalies'
foot and 'the post from a tough
angle for a score. "I had my eyes
closed," she confessed later. "I :
don't remember anything."
But the star of the game had to
be the Amherst goalie. Called up
from JV to face the hard shooting
Bantams, she came up with 23
saves for the Lady Jeffs in the
Varsity contest. She also played in
the Junior Varsity half for Amherst, saving an even dozen to
crown her excellent afternoon.
Saturday it was Parents'
Weekend at Connecticut College,
and a large crowd watched the
Bantams put the home team away
18-1 .Even the partisan throng in
New London had to cheer the fine
efforts of the Trinity team, as they
recaptured their Mt. Holyoke form

with some excellent, well-executed
play. With the 18 goals, Trinity
passed the 100 goal mark for the
season.
Dynamic Dorothy D. Bundy
was the scoring leader for the
Bantams with six goals on the day.
She dominated the attack, and her
thirty-two goals so far this season
puts her second on the team with
the second-best-ever season for a
Trinity scorer. Carter Wurts had
five to up her team leading total to
forty -five goals.
Other Trinity scorers were
Captain Dobbin with four, and
Dwight, Parker, and Benzel with
one apiece. Benzel also dominated
the draws at midfield to j give
Trinity the edge they needed.
In the nets Anne Madarasz
performed valiantly, sometimes
superbly, and had a shutout going
into the last quarter of the game,
but the elusive prize was not to be.
Another standout for the Bantams
was a Katie Jebb, who played
extremely well after switching from
wing to the third home position.
The final games of the Trinity
season will be played this week. Of
special note is the • game ; with
Williams, today, home, at '3:30.
"One of our toughest games cjf the
year," commented Lisa Parker on
the arch-rivalry between Hartford
and Williamstowri.
' i.

Robin Sheppard All-New England
Robin Sheppard, Coach of
Trinity Field Hockey and Lacrosse,
and active member of the Hartford
Wild Rose Women's Rugby Club,
was named to ; the Women's
All-New England Rugby Select
Team, an all-star team made up of
the best women's rugby players in
New England. Sheppard was one of
almost' ninety candidates for the
twenty-one positions on the squad.
• Fifteen members of the All-New
England Select Side, Sheppard
among them, travelled to Washington, DC, this weekend to take on
the AH-.Virginia Select squad. The
taller and heavier New Englanders
trounced the Southern contingent
17-0 at Kenilworth Park in Washington.
:
Sheppard did admirable work in
the scrum. "We'd never played
together as a team before," she
commented after the contest. "It
was a good experience."
"It .was a great honor for
Robin,'? agreed Lisa Parker, a
junior on Sheppard's Women's
Lacrosse Team at Trinity. "We're
glad she had the opportunity. "

Robin Sheppard in Rubgy action.

photo by Jon Lester

Waterpolo Spring Season: 5-2-1
Over this past weekend, the
Trinity "Seniors" team fought to a
second place finish, whilst the
Trinity "Undergrad" team finished
tied for third. UMass won the
Trinity College Spring 5-man Tourney with a win over the Trinity
"Seniors", 15-10.
,
On Thursday iiight Trin was
tripped by UMass 12-9 in a very
nip-and-tuck battle, Trin took a 3-2
first quarter lead, and at the half,
the contest was knotted at five-all,
The third quarter ended at 7-all,
but the superior UMass squad, in
addition to a defensive lapse on the
Bantam's part, put Trin on the
short side of the 12-9 verdict.
Rob Calgi led all scorers with 3
goals, while frosh Dave Pike
brilliantly scored two goals, and
looks better and better every game.
Captain Mike Hinton chipped in
with one goal and three assists,

with Kent Reilly, Mike Merin, and
Rich Katzman posting singleton
tallies. •'
On Friday night, the Trinity
"Undergrads" team garnered- a
win over Westfield State 10-9 and
succumbed to UMass 14-10. Stellar
throughout the games .were Hinton, Katzman, and Pike. Lincoln
Collins performed admirably in
goal. Katzman was the leading goal
scorer with 8 whilst Hinton chipped
in with 11 assists. The defense of
Ted Murphy, Tick Houk, and
Merin was ironclad.
Saturday saw the "Undergrads" fight to a 6-6 standoff with
the Southern Conn "Undergrads".
Katzman and Pike pummeled in
two goals apiece, whilst Hinton and
Murphy garnered singleton tallies.
The Trin "Seniors" team concluded a 2-1 record by beating
Southern and the Trinity "Undergrads", while they lost to UMass.

The Friday night game versus
Southern was probably the btfst
game of the tourney as it featured
an offensive fireworks display.
When the smoke cleared, Trinity
was on top of a 19-15 decision.
Calgi topped Trin with six gods •
and seven asists, and Katzmkn
achieved five goals, all in the first
half. Randy Brainerd pummeled'ia
four, Reilly had three, and Hin'ton
secured on* in addition to playing
stellarly in the nets.
The "Seniors" gave their last
performance wearing the Blue and
Gold, finishing the tourney in
second place. Thus, ^rin ends their
Spring season at 5-2-1, which
brings their overall seasonal record
to 25-7-1, a remarkable achievement. In addition, next year's
season looks very bright with tfae
vastly improved play of Pike and
Merin meshing in with the upperclassman. Aloha.
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Trinity Triumphs In 16th Mason-Downs Race
By John Moore

The Varsity Lightweight Eight lost a split-second race to Conn. CoUege while defeating Wesleyan on
the weekend.
photo courtesy of CarySavadove

Rugby Grinds Groton, Now 3-3
By Nancy Lucas
The Trinity Rugby club gave it
their all for absent captain Gus
Reynolds on Saturday, as they
trounced the men from Groton by
spores of 22-15 and 15-3 in front of
a good Spring Weekend crowd.
Matt Pace turned in a fine
performance at scrum half in the
" A " team game, scoring two of
Trin's four tries. The first of these
came after a scrum neat the
Bantam goal''line. (More rugby
info; a scrum, members of both
teams linked head to head,
attempting to kick the ball out from
underneath them so the scrum half
can pick it up, occurs after a
whistle; it is a set play. A ruck is a
scrum that occurs when the ball,
while in play, is on the ground. The
teams then form a scrum over it
and attempt to gain possession by
pushing and kicking. A maul occurs
when a man is holding the ball; the
scrum forms over him). Pace alertly
picked iip the ball after the scrum
had worked it out for him and he

touched it down for four points.
Dan Jacobs' kick after was good for
two more.
The second Trinity score came
on a run from a maul by Mike
Brown. Brown picked up the ball
and ran untouched over the end
line.
Pace came up with the Bants'
third try, and Dave Buron closed
out the Trin scoring. Jacobs kicked
two more two-point, follow-ups.
Buron ran well ail day, as did Dave
Johnson. The two combined to set
up Pace's first try.
The Bants held Groton to only
three points on a penalty kick in the
first half, and staved off a second
half attempt at a comeback. Along
with Buron, Johnson and Pace, Joe
Delano turned in his usual powerful
performance. •
The " B " team was even more
successful, as they took on the
same Groton team, and topped
them by a 15-3 score. Even though
the game was a success, Nicky
Votze suffered a terrible fate, as he

cut his face severely along with
being saddled with a mild concussion.
A try by Mike Brown (his
second on the day) and a penalty
kick by Doug Sauerhaft put Trin up
7-3 at the half. From then on, it was
all Bantams.
Mike Bresnahan made it 11-3
on a run of at least 70 yards,
topping it all with a nice move at
the end to beat the Groton fullback.
Dave Johnson closed out the
Bantam scoring on the afternoon.
Dave Wilke impressed his
teammates with some good runs,
and Peter Greenleaf, hindered by a
sore upper arm, performed valiantly. At the wing position, Mike
Cooke contributed some fine work.
Next Saturday, the Rugby club
engages in its last battle of the
season as they host a team of
Canadians fronvNew Brunswick. If
you have any national spirit at all
(or if you just want to catch some
good action), come down to the
field at 1 p.m.

Plumb's Scoring Punch Powers Lax-Men
By Nancy Lucas
This year's Varsity Lax squad is
on a hot streak. And the hottest
player of all is Bob Plumb, whose
eleven goals helped to lead Ms
teammates to three victories this
week, upping their record to 54.
Not far behind is attackman Greg
Carey with 9, who will go down in

the books as Trinity's most prolific
lacrosse scorer.
The 15-11 win over Westfield
on Monday was never close. Carey
led all scorers with 5 goals, while
Scott Growney also amassed five
points on 2 goals and 3 assists.
Growney's first goal (the team's
fifth) was an acrobatic wonder, as
he took the high feed from Doug

Midfielder Bob Plumb scored seven times in a phenomenal
performance against New.Haven. He leads the Bantams with,*")

Bennett in mid-air, twisted, and
fired the ball over the opposing
netminder for the point. Bennett
also added two goals and two
assists, as did Peter Duncan. Other
scorers for Trin were Clint
Brown(2), Tom McGowan, and
Plumb.
On Wednesday, the Bantams
journeyed to Middletown to meet
the arch-rival Cardinals. Trin was
up for the game, but their hopes
were dampened when the redshirted Wes Laxmen came out on
fire and were up 2-0 within the first
two minutes.
With a little help from Clint
Brown, it took the Bants less than
three minutes to tie things up.
Brown assisted on goals by
Growney and Carey 35 seconds
apart.
Then followed a see-saw
scoring battle during the first
period that finally ended with the
Bantams having a one-point advantage, 5-4.
But penalties and defensive
lapses cost Trin the lead, as they
gave up five second quarter goals.
The Wesleyan goalie also had a
hand in the quaffing of the Bantam
attack as he came up with 10 saves
in the second period alone.
Down 9-7, Trin went to work,
defensively and offensively. The
corit. on p. 13

'

As all of you here for Spring
Weekend will know, Saturday
morning was beautiful, a welcome
surprise after a gray and blustery
Friday. One couldn't ask for a more
perfect day to watch the races. The
river itself had risen after the
recent rains, so a strong current
and a quantity of debris marred
what were otherwise ideal racing
conditions, for the wind was still,
the sun was shining, and the water
was smooth as glass.
The highlight of the Masondowns Cup Regatta was, of course,
the Mason-Downs Cup Race, which
the Varsity Heavyweights won for
the sixth consecutive year, and
for the eleventh time in the sixteen
year history of the Cup.
The Cup is presented each year
by the Friends of Trinity Rowing in
appreciation of the leadership
provided that organization by John
A. Mason, '34, and Dr. Norton
Downs, Professor of History. It is
awarded to the winner of the
Varsity Heavyweight race at one of
Trinity's home regattas.
Trinity defended the Cup
against Wesleyan this year, winning easily by nineteen seconds.
Stroke Dave Diefenbach commented that the boat got off to a
good start, which he felt was "the
key to the race."
The Varsity four rowed a good
race, according to Tjwee-man Will
Rogers. They were beaten by a
heavier Connecticut College four. It
should be noted that Conn. College
has no Heavy Eight, so these men
were Conn.'s very best heavyweight oarsmen.
In the first men's race of the
day, the Freshman Lightweights
again proved their mettle, crossing
the finish line five seconds ahead of
Wesleyan and thirty-five seconds

ahead of Conn. College. Two man
Mark Thibault said that it was thenbest race yet, and Stroke Peter
Tyson was pleased with a powerful
sprint.
The JV Lights had a good day,
too, beating Conn. College by six
seconds. Two man Tim Mackin said
Conn, had " a lotta guts", never
ceding more than the initial half
length. Stroke Chip Adams was
well pleased, particularly as not all
his men "were feeling 100%."
In one of the most exciting races
of the day, the Varsity Light Eight
lost to Conn. College by a mere
four tenths of a second, Wesleyan
came in eighteen seconds later. A
Conn, oarsman commented "I've
never rowed so hard in my life!"
and the competition was furious
from the start. Conn, took half a
length in the course of the race, but
never managed to break contact.
The Trin boat came on with a
mighty sprint the finish, but
couldn't quite catch Conn.
In the day's final event, the
Freshman Heavyweights took on a
Trinity Alumni boat stroked by the
Freshmen's own coach, Charlie
Poole, as neither Conn. College nor
Wesleyan had a freshman Heavy
boat. Experience told, as the
Alumni shell finished in a respectable six minutes and thirty
seconds, seven and one-tenths
seconds ahead of the Frosh. Coach
Poole and Captain Dan Bradshaw
were both pleased with the freshmen's performance. "They pushed
us the whole way down the
course," said Poole.
Coach Graf was pleased with
the fact that all the rowers were
aggressive, determined, and
"rowed out."
Next week the Crews travel to
the beautiful hills of Northwestern
Connecticut to host Williams,
Marist, and Ithaca at Lake Waramaug. Come, to see victories!

Softball Slaughters Smith
By Nick Noble
The sun is shining again on
Women's Softball at Trinity. The
Bantams culminated their climb
from mediocrity to success with a
resounding triumph over Smith last
Tuesday by a 15-7 margin.
Rapid strides had been made
under acting coach Bob Slaughter
during the previous pair of games,
and the Bantams were determined
to do it up as they boarded their
Post Road Stagecoach that afternoon, and turned its prow northward.
The eleven stalwart Trinity
representatives set up camp on the
Smith Softball swarth, across the

day-glo Japanese footbridge spanning . the waterfall. It was an
optimistic, convivial gathering.
Minnie Mahoney, Trinity's only
hurler, coming off her outstanding
performance in a losing effort
against UHart, took to the upper
field with red-haired receiver Jan
Kunin and commenced to warming
up. On the game diamond Coach
Slaughter ran the team through
their infield paces.
There was a gathering at the
mound: the umpires, the Smith
coach and her Captains, Bob
Slaughter and Carol McKenzie.
cont. on p. 13

Tracy Partridge gallops honte with a ran In the fourth inning

certain

